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1.0. Overview 
1.0.1. The World Airline Industry 

The airline industry throughout the world has been facing 
serious challenges as the regulatory environment and pattern of 
ownership change. Since the late 1970's there has been a trend 
towards economic deregulation on domestic services and more 
liberalized control of internationally scheduled air transportation 
services. Thi s began in the United States and spread 

'internationally, freeing up route entry, allowing pricing 
flexibility and putting pressure on established airlines to be more 
efficient. Not many airlines which entered the deregulated market 
survived; some went bankrupt while others were taken over by 
established airlines which were able to realise cost savings and 
gain competitive advantage by having efficient networking systems, 
controlling labour costs and improving technology and information 
systems. The industry now resembles an oligopolistic market 
structure and airlines which are still protected and subsidized at 
home are finding difficulty operating in the new competi ti ve 
environment. 

1.0.2. Strategic Planning and Management 
Strategic management has evolved in business 

organisations in response to the challe~ge of the increasingly 
turbulent environment in which enterprises and their managers exist 
(Ansoff:1984). The strategic plan is viewed as a blueprint that 
will guide the firm for an extended period of time with the 
understanding that a competitive and ever changing business and 
social environment make continual adjustment inevitable (Mescon et 
al:1988). The process of strategic planning has allowed airlines 
to position themselves competitively within the industry and to 
restructure and integrate their activities to create and sustain 
competitive advantage. Strategic management is predicated on a dual 
concern with strategic planning on one hand, and human resource on 
the other (Fombrun:1983). 
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1,Q,3, Human Resource Management 
Loss of competitive advantage has frequently been 

a t tributedtoprobrems-~of ~-cos-t---atld~te-chnology--;;---The--qual i ty of 
management, associated with the ability to conceive and implement 
complex and differentiated strategies, which has been taken as 
implicit, has been rediscovered as a source of competitive 
advantage and a distinctive quality which is an important 
determinant of the net outcome of business contests (Doz and 
Prahalad: 1988) , Human resource management (HRM) has come into 
focus in response to the changing social environment, particularly 
in large enterprises where changing skill requirements, global 
competi tion and corporate restructuring necessitated different ways 
of managing the Human Resources. The human resource system can 
constrain or motivate organisational behaviour; strategic planning 
calls for the systematic mobilization of human resources in order 
to achieve goals and strategic human resource management (SHRM), 
the integration of HRM into the strategic plans, gives an 
organisation an added advantage in meeting the challenges before 
it, (Fombrun: 1983) 

1.1. The Problem - the Caribbean Airline Industry 
The airline industry of the Caribbean Community (Caricom) 

area 1 which has operated with government regulatory protection and 
subsidies, has been forced to face the challenges as the industry 
opens up to competitive elements. Governments of the region, now 
unable to continue to provide financial support to airlines are 
insisting that they become commercially viable or are attempting 
to pri vatise the operations. This means facing the pressure of 
competi tion from extra-regional carriers which are seeking to 
expand their positions in the global marketplace and which have 
advantages over small regional carriers in product quality and from 

1The .C.ribbe.n COERunity .nd COBRQn a.riet (C.ricos) ~ •• e.t.bli.hed by the Tre.ty of Ch.SU.r .... in 
197.J. Thi. binds the countries of the region to cooper.te econoaic."y •• oci."y. in their foreisn policy and 
to de"elop .n integr.tfld tr.nsport .ystu ~hich ~ould f.cit it.te intr ... region.l tr.de and de"eloptlHlnt and .ulti 
de.tin.tions for touri ... Thfl follo~ing countries .re eeaber •• B.rbud., Barb.dOs. Dosinic •• 'ran.dB, 'uyans. 
J ... fc., Trinidad & Tob.ga. St. Citt. & Ne"i., St. Vincent. Nont.err.t .nd •• lize. H.iti and the DD8inican 
.epublic .re ob.er"er. ~hile the •• h .... i •• eeaber of the cOERunity but not of the COBDDn sarAet. Airline. 
of C.riCD/B are, Trinid.d & Tob.ga (BillA Intflrn.tion.l) Ai~.ys Corpor.tion. Air J ... ic. L iaited. Lee~.rd r.larwh 
Air Tr.nsport, C.ribbe.n Air C.rga Li_ited, Tr.ns J ... ic.n Airlines, 'uy.na Ai~.ys. 
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economies of scale (fuel, maintenance, fleet acquisition, 
advertising). To remain competitive, Caricom airlines have had to 
lower air fares while improving the quality of service and this 
has meant for them, lower yields2 and higher costs. 

The airlines in the Caricom region are small, short of 
capital, and suffer from structural problems such as: 

- the nature of the market which is largely the low fare, 
leisure sector, 

their vulnerability to economic fortunes/mi sfortunes of 
other countries, in particular the United states and the 
United Kingdom, 
-their too heavy dependence on traffic from two northern hubs 
at San Juan (Puerto Rico) and Miami, 
-the inadequate airport facilities in the region and 
- their route networks which are relatively small and have a 
high frequency of landings/takeoffs thus increasing the 
maintenance cycle and hence costs. 

In the airline industry there is a convergence of 
technology as airlines gain access to computer reservations 
systems, yield management systems, operating leases and by the 
trend towards common cockpits, engines and components across 
different aircraft types from the same manufacturer. Cost however, 
remains a problem particularly in small airlines which operate 
independently and do not take advantage of opportunities to form 
alliances, enter into cooperative arrangements or merge so as to 
position themselves strategically in the industryJ. 

2 Revenue per pesseng.r .i/e. Figures for 1989 sho~: 
Yield Comparisons in US cents ~ith major competitors 
British Air~ays Air Canada American BWIA (Caribbean) 

15.8 1J.0 12.0 9.5 
Source: BWIA statistics depart.ent 

JA •• rger of all .. irlines in the C .. ricom region is a hy ar.a of synergy for cooptlr .. tfon ... ong regional 
.. irlin .... nd could .trengthen the exch.nge relationships for goods and •• rvic •• b.t~e.n the nue.rou. ,cattered 
countr i/ll (Illostl y i,l .. ndt;), promottl cooperat ion, .l i"inattl dup/ icat ion of .ffort. and ach i.vtl c.rta in .cono.ie. 
~f .cal •• The nation .. 1 airlin. of Trinidad & Tobago BWIA, the largest .. irlin. in the r.gion ha, b •• n at the 
forefront of thi, quest for on. Caribbean Airlin. but progr.ss ha, be.n ,/o~ b.caus. at the r.gional l.v.l, 
thertl i, a lack of political ~ill to bring this to fruition. 
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Some forms of cooperative agreement exist among Caricom 
airlines and there are plans for closer cooperation between BWIA 
and LIAT, but in general they operate independently, protective of 
their boundaries and not capable of fully utilising their route 
rights available. Efforts to merge into one regional airline have 
produced no concrete results and some of the airlines have begun 
to pursue their own independent plans. Trinidad & Tobago (BWIA 
International) Airways Corporation (BWIA), the largest and major 
airline in the region has formulated strateg~c plans which outline 
how it would position itself in the international environment, and 
how it would structure its operations in order to gain competitive 
advantage. These include in the short term, securing a strategic 
partner so that it could achieve certain economies of scale and 
reduce costs and in the longer term, divestment of shares to 
Caribbean and local investors. To support its plans the airline has 
identified, among other areas, the need for a change in the 
atti tude of its personnel from one which exhibit a culture of 
dependency on government to that of the independence of a private 
sector company responding to the needs of the market place. 
Strategic human resource management is therefore a key factor in 
the implementation of its plans. 

1.2. Objectives 
The objective of the paper is twofold. First it traces 

the development in the international airline industry since 
deregula tion policies began, and establishes the importance to 
airlines of SHRM. Next it examines the operations of BWIA with the 
aim of determining whether the organisation's human resource 
management system can facilitate achievement of the organisation's 
goals and objectives as laid out in.its strategic plans. It does 
so by examining to what extent the human resource management system 
is strategically integrated into the strategic plans. Other 
subsidiary issues which will be considered are (if not well 
integrated) what are the reasons and what must be put in place to 
ensure a strategic approach to human resource management. 
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1.3. Significance of the Study 
The significance of the study is grounded in the 

importance of the airline industry to the Caribbean. The prospects 
for future-oriented efforts of development policy and economic 
growth lie in the extension of tourism as a main income and foreign 
currency source of many Caribbean states', increased exports of 
Caribbean industrial and agricultural products and promotion of 
economic cooperation and integration. 

Due to its geographic, economic and geo-political 
peculiari ties which are manifested by, among other features, a 
large number of spatially scattered politically independent small 
island states which depend on efficient links with extra regional 
economies, air transport plays a key role wi thin the regional 
transportation system. While air transport services can be provided 
by external airlines, governments of the region, like most airlines 
worldwide 5

, find it imperative to have airlines which are 
headquartered in the region, substantially owned and controlled by 
nationals. Foreign airlines have previously acted in a manner 
inimical to the development interests of the region. Additionally, 
the capability exists within the region for a viable industry and 
the hard currency earning potential of a regionally owned airline, 
contributes to the foreign exchange position and gives a cost 
beneficial support to the governments' thrust in tourism 
development. 

It is expected that the study will highlight the key role 
of strategiC human resource management in organisational 
development and in developing a regional airline industry which can 
successfully compete in the international environment and enhance 
national and regional development. 

'Tour;_ i. t,", lIO.t i.portllnt for/l;", /lxchllnllll IIlIrnfnl1 ./lrllicil IIhich tlHl CllrfbblllllJ ./Ill •• 1988 
.tllt;.tic •• holl th. folloll;nl1 pIIrc/lntllge. for •• I.ct countri/l' of /lxport. IIttribut/ld to touri_: 

AntilJUll lind Bllrbudll - 15%; lirtlnlldll - 65%; #tont./lrrllt - 75%; .lIrblldo. - ''''; J_lIicll - '''' 
(Broth/lr.on:1990). 

5Tr.dition.'ly .11 countr;/I. IIpply n.tur.1 ollnllr.hip rul ••• Ithough 1/1,,/11. diffllr. Thll nor •• 1 1/1"111 
i. 25x but thllr/l i •• li~itlld n~bllr of .peci., e •• II. of joint ollnllr.hip. lI.g. SAS lind Air Afriqull. Although 
llquity invII.tMent in e.rri/lr. in othllr countrill' h.ve incrll •• lld in ordllr to cII.llnt eommllrci.1 rlll.tion.hip. 
or erll.tll .tronger .ultin.tion.1 link •• in gener.' forllign control i. oPpo.lld. 
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1.4. Limitations 
While changes in the international environment are 

affecting the entire airline industry in the Caribbean, time and 
constraints would not allow for a study of how each airline in the 
region would be affected. Thus the study is limited to the 
operations in Trinidad and Tobago of BWIA which has gone furthest 
in positioning itself strategically to meet the challenges. It is 
acknowledged that HRM is but one of a number of options (others 
include marketing techniques, computer reservation systems) 
available to an airlines to enable it to gain competitive advantage 
in the market place. The paper proceeds on the assumption that SHRM 
is an integral part of any strategic option pursued. 

1.5. Sources of Data and methodology 
The paper is structured into two parts. Part one has 

three sections. It examines the international airline industry as 
the changing market structure (as a result of deregulation 
policies) impacted on organisation conduct and market performance. 
It looks wi thin the corporate infrastructure at the strategic 
behaviour of organisations as they adjusted to the environment, and 
reviews some strategic planning and HRM models and identifies SHRM 
as one strategic option with which an organisation can gain 
competitive advantage. 

Part two is a study of BWIA, its strategic plans for the 
period 1989 - 1992 and its HRM system in the context of models 
presented in part one, analyses the existing system, draws 
conclusions and forwards some recommendations for the airline. 

Data was obtained from having extensive discussions with 
relevant persons within the organisation (Managing Director, HRM 
and IR specialists, Corporate Managers, some line level management 
staff) officials of the trade union and the Air Transport Licensing 
Authori ty of Trinidad & Tobago. Discussions were informal and 
intended in general to obtain information about the regulatory 
environment, the organisations strategic plans at all levels and 
its human resource management programme. These primary sources were 
supplemented by the author's own experience having worked in the 
organisation for nine years (3 years in Personnel Department, 6 
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years in Industrial Relations), and official organisation documents 
such as strategic plans, policies and procedures. 

Secondary data was obtained from libraries in the Netherlands, 
London and Trinidad and Tobago on strategic planning, human 
resource management and strategic approaches to human resource 
management. Much of the information concerning other airlines was 
obtained from industry journals. 
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2.0 Overview 
Governments have dominated and subsidised the airline 

industry since its beginning in the early years of this century. 
Over the last twelve years, the trend has been for government to 
withdraw from its operations by implementing deregulatory/ 
liberalisation and privatisation policies. This has resulted in 
a restructuring of the operating environment and forced airline 
management to employ far different corporate strategies from what 
existed under government involvement. 

Deregulation and privatisation can be defined very 
broadly; deregulation as the abolition of controls and restraints 
(technical, economic and social) in industry and privatisation as 
the introduction into the public sector of conditions which typify 
the private sector (Swann:1988: pg. 1, 14). However use will be 
limited to economic deregulation as it pertains to the opening of 
industry to competi tion and the free forces of the market and 
privatisation as the sale of government assets to the private 
sector. 

Economic deregulation began in the domestic market in the 
United States of America (US) in the mid-1970's but the 
consequential changes in marketing techniques, pricing policies and 
competitive strategies also impacted on the international airline 
industry. The discussion in this section will focus on the 
competi tive pressures brought about as a consequence of 
deregulation/liberalisation and privatisation as it began in the 
US and spread around the world, how airlines responded and the 
implications for the Caribbean airline industry. 

2.1. The regulatory environment 
Generally in a market economy, government steps back from 

the economic arena and leaves the course of events to be determined 
by market forces where it is expected that efficient resource 



allocation would be achieved as firms compete. However, in some 
___ insta.n_c_e_s._t_hi s_i_s __ cte_eIIle_d __ t_Q J:t~_inapp-:rQP:r_j,_a te~ .. _. W:n ~~e __ . m~~Ke t f. orce s 

fail to achieve the highest level of welfare for society, example, 
if there is one (monopoly) or too few (oligopoly) firms in the 
market, or where costs to a firm or benefits to customers are not 
reflected in market prices (the effect of externalities), 
government may intervene to encourage competition (anti-trust 
legislation), restrict competition (as in a situation with natural 
monopolies such as water, gas or electricity industries) or take 
direct control of the industry (nationalisation). Government 
intervention seeks to ensure that certain objectives in terms of 
public or national interest are achieved which might not be 
achieved under the operation of free market forces (Swann:1988:18). 
Regulatory policies may take the form of control of or 
recommendations on prices, control of entry usually by licensing 
procedures, restrictions on amount of markets, as in airline route 
allocations or control of output as in the number of flights an 
airline may fly on a particular route. 

National ownership of airlines was sometimes motivated 
by poli tical philosophy but also arose from the close links of 
aviation with soverignty, airspace and defence or it was sometimes 
justified by the enormous capital investment in aircraft and 
infrastructure. 

Regulation was initially to ensure that entry was 
restricted to those firms which demonstrated ability to operate 
safely and to avoid firms compromising safety standards when faced 
with competition (Shaw:1982:91). In the US, which has a large 
domestic market, regulation also ensured there was an integrated 
route network system and subsidies were given to airlines which 
operated small community services which were otherwise unprofitable 
(Bailey et al:1985:2). The framers of regulation believed that air 
transport possessed particular economic characteristics and could 
not be left to function in a situation with free competition. It 
had low barriers to entry -sunk costs were low, relatively little 
capital was needed for infrastructure and costs were fixed in the 
short run. Additionally its major asset, aircraft, was highly 
mobile and could easily be moved to a more feasible market. This 



made it easy for airline management to reduce prices and still 

remain competitive. Management could engage in predatory pricing 
to weaken or eliminate competition and discourage entry. With such 
characteristics, if not regulated, the market could experience an 
explosion of entry and price cuttings which would be beneficial to 
consumers in the short run but would lead to eventual bankruptcies. 
Existing firms would then be in excellent positions to exploit 
monopoly power in the market giving way to high prices and poor 
services. 

Other arguments concerning the route networking were that 
regulated conditions would ensure the maintenance of a wide route 
of networks better than free market conditions as the latter would 
produce traffic spread thinly over routes with market potential 
while others would not be adequately served. This would force up 
costs such as ground handling. Regulation ensured government 
fulfilled its responsibility of providing and maintaining social 
services by way of providing regional accessibility and essential 
communications for international trade and commerce. (Shaw:1982). 

The above arguments related especially to domestic 
services where in most countries economic regulation was carried 
out by a government department or agency. In the US this was the 
function of the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB). International air 
travel functions in accordance with the rules established by the 
1944 International Convention on Civil Aviation (the Chicago 
Convention). This was a multilateral group (52) which attempted to 
find agreement on technical and economic aspects of international 
civil aviation issues. It established the International Civil 
Aviation Organisation (ICAD) which had the mandate to assist 
participants to develop and maintain operational, technical and 
safety standards and practices. A ·central feature of the 1944 
discussions was that individual states had absolute soversignty 
over the airspaces above their territories and forms of access to 
those airspaces - a multilateral system of air freedoms 6 

- were 

6 First frudo", - the right to fly over enothllr territory. 
Second freedom - the right of en eirline to meke e technicel lending on enother stete's territory, thet 

is to teke on fuel etc. but not pe,sllngers. 
Third freedom - the right of en eirline registered in country A to rele.se pessengers in country B in 

which it is not registered. 



attempted. 
At the Chicago convention there was difficulty in coming 

to an agreement on economic issues (the US wanted an open skies 
policy and the UK wanted controls) and as such a bilateral system 
of regulation was established independent of any multilateral 
framework 7

• This was modelled along the eventual US/UK agreement 
(known as the Bermuda 1) and used as a prototype across the globe. 
It effectively regulated entry, output and prices and condoned 
airlines use of the International Air Transport Authority (lATA) 
as a forum for setting tariff procedures. 

lATA was set up in 1945 for the purpose of promoting 
safe, regular, economic air transport for all peoples of the world. 
It covers all scheduled8 international air services and operated 
a series of conferences at which airlines discussed and coordinated 
fares with the resulting agreements later ratified by governments. 

Bi-laterals have certain common points:-
i. the principle of controlled market entry where entry is 

restricted to nominated carriers 
ii. the definition of traffic rights and those which each 

carrier can exercise 
iii. the prevention of price competition by the agreement of 

fixed air fares and cargo rates 
iv. agreement on capacity levels with equal amounts of 

capacity offered to the airlines, and in some bi-laterals 

Fourth freedom - the right of an airline registered in country A to pick up pas.enger. in country B for 
off-loading in country A. 

Fifth freedom - the right of an airline not registered in either country B or C to carry pa •• en~r. 
bet~een the •• points. 

Sixth fre.dom - the right of an airline not registered in either country B or C to carry pa •• en~r' 
bet~een the.e point. ~ith an intervening .top at country A,. the country of regi.tration. 

Cabotage i. the right given to on. airline to fly bet~.en point. ~ithin another country in ~hich it i, 
not regi'tered. (Feldman:1988) 

7Traffic right. are decided in .tate n.gotiat.d bilateral air ,ervic •• gr •••• nt. (c.lled bi-I.t.r.'.). 
Fr.quency .nd capacity i •• ue. are u.ually re.olv.d bet~ •• n .irlin.s though th.y .ay be .rran~d ~ithin a bi
l.t.ral.nd uitilll.tely mu.t be .pproved by gov.rnment (Wei.lllim:1990) 

8 Sch"ciJI"d 8IIr"ic". h."e f".tur". of re/f1UI.,. f,."quencie. and II pub I i.hed ti_ tabl" IIIJd lire re/f1Ulat"d 
by • net_,.1c of bi-lateral ag,."lIIIISnt. bet~een 9O"e,.fllHntll. lion .checiJI"d or cha,.t"r ."r"';c,,. lire re/f1Ulat"d by 
indi"iciJal countri"., that i. in t",."s of price lind f,."quency. They III''' not bound by the lATA far" fflting 
IIrranae-n t •• 



v. pooling agreements where revenues are shared according 
to a pre-existing formula (Klingen:1978) 

The role of lATA in coordinating fares has diminished in the era 
of deregulation. 

Observers of the US domestic airline industry, 
economists, and academics, were critical of the effects of 
regulation in airline operations. There was substantial empirical 
support for the view that its economic performance was deficient9

• 

The argument that passengers benefitted from flight frequency and 
scheduled services was offset by the attendant higher fares which 
it was estimated cost US travellers during the early years of the 
1970's more than one billion US dollars (Morrison, Winston:1985:5). 

The mid-19 70' s were depressing years for world aviation. 
Rising fuel prices, depressed traffic levels and rising interests 
ra tes caused carriers to suffer unprecedented losses. The poor 
performance led to a rise in criticism regarding the inefficiencies 
of the regulated industry. The need to combat inflation, airlines' 
ability to undermine regulation with the use of higher technology, 
the overall accumulated economic evidence and the favourable 
evidence brought by the performance of unregulated markets, such 
as intrastate carriers in Texas and California which were outside 
the CAB system, joined with political forces to effect the change. 

2.2. Deregulation/Liberalisation 
Government withdrawal from the airline industry was part 

of a general policy aimed at improving economic conditions in the 
US by cutting back federal legislation in order to lower costs and 
hence prices charged by regulated firms. Most of the US airlines 
opposed it; strong interstate airlines fel t entry into their 
profitable routes would decrease their profits, smaller ones felt 
threatened by potential entry of larger airlines. The opinion of 
airline management tended to reflect the idea each had on whether 
it would lose or gain from reform (Bailey et al:1985:32). Labour 
groups feared new entrant airlines would employ non-union workers, 

9 Keyes, 1951; C.vel, 1962, Levine, 1965; Jordon, 1970; Dougl.s & Hiller 197'; E.ds, 1975 - .entioned 
in S.iley et .1, 1982 pg. 2 



bring down wages and reduce job security while banks and insurance 
companies were concerned that competition would increase the risks 

- - - -- -

of loan defaults and bankruptcies. 
Reform meant undermining the public interest theory and 

lobbyists for reform in the US were able to show how blockaded 
entry, price control and route allocation, a system designed to 
stabili se market shares, all helped to protect less efficient 
airlines and keep prices up. 

On the international front competi tive forces undermining 
the lATA price fixing system also fuelled the change. These were 
the influx of charter operations, the growth of non-lATA carriers 
notably from South East Asia 10 and the increased disposition of 
airlines to operate outside the lATA price fixing system. Also, the 
cartel which the CAB and lATA operated in conjunction with the 
airlines was imperfect, it ruled out competition on price but not 
on service causing costs to be inflated as airlines engaged in non
price competition. Attempts at product differentiation were not 
successful as innovations such as reservations systems and in
flight movies were quickly imitated and the temporary advantage 
lost. The regulated system did not allow consumers a proper choice 
between price and service as consumers may have been willing to 
sacrifice service for lower price. 

The US exercise was one in total economic deregulation 
placing maximum reliance on market forces and actual and potential 
competition. The 1978 Airline Deregulation Act loosened all 
controls on price and competition in the industry. Progressively, 
interstate routes were to be opened up to other carriers and the 
CAB disbanded. Air Cargo was first deregulated, fitness being the 
only criterion for entry. The International Air Transport Act of 
1979 spelt out the manner in which the US intended to deal in its 
bi-lateral air services negotiations with other governments, namely 
more opportunities for competitive pricing, elimination of 
restrictions on capacity, frequency and route operating rights and 

10The new sggr ••• i~. sirline. fro. South Esst Asi. co.~t.d on the b.si. of the su~rb s.r~ice offered 
and lower costs, hence low.r or co.~titi~e price •• Labour costs were 1~far of total o~rBting costs .gsinst 
cBrriers frOlfl the US - 40 -S~ lind Euro~ B~.rllgtI ~7&. (AB:11/90) 



for the possibility that more than one US airline would be able to 
operate routes between the US and the other country (Swann:1988). 
These objectives were apparent in the liberal bi-Iateral agreement 
reached with some European countries and in its subsequent 
proposals for amendment to Bermuda 1. 

Subsequently, the US began to pressure the international 
communi ty to adopt similar measures by applying diplomatic leverage 
and by using their increasing power in the market. As a result the 
international airline industry has become more liberalised on 
several different international routes. 

In the UK the move towards deregulation was influenced 
by the US experience especially as higher fares prevailed on the 
UK side of the Atlantic for the same route/distance. British 
Airways (BA), then owned and controlled by the British government, 
was a monopolist on most domestic routes. Radica~ proposals were 
made by the regulatory body, the Civil Aviation Authority in 198~ 
on the restructuring of the industry - disbanding regulations, 
opening up BA's routes to other domestic carriers but the 
government was irresolute; on the one hand fully advocating the 
operations of the free market but fearful that moves to deregulate 
the industry would affect the price of BA which was in the process 
of being privatised. But on the domestic front some moves to 
liberalise the industry was apparent - there was free entry to some 
domestic routes and the only requirement for fare regulation was 
that it be filed. International routes however, continued to be 
affected by the entry of charter operations, the increasing 
aggressiveness of new airlines from South East Asia and the liberal 
approach of the US airlines. 

The impact of deregulation in the US produced pressure 
on airlines to liberalise, not only in the UK but all Europe. 
Although the European Court of Justice (ECJ) had already declared 
that the competition rules (Article 85-86) of the Treaty of Rome 
was applicable to air transport '1 no procedures were forthcoming 
which put these regulations into practice. Thus deregulation in the 
UK had to be considered in the context of what was happening in 



Europe and its air transportation system. The European Commission 
had generally been very slow in dealing with the issue of applying 
the competition rules to airlines but the aggressiveness of the UK 
in piloting the campaign, (it entered into very liberal bi-lateral 
agreements with Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg and the Irish 
Republic) and the judgements by the ECJ in a number of cases on the 
matter of the competition rules, provided some impetus for 
liberalisation of European air transport. By 1987 the first 
effective steps were taken to deregulate the airline operations in 
the EC and introduce an element of competition into inter-Community 
travel, following on modest proposals made in 1979 and 1984. A 
three phase liberalisation package/programme was approved which 
aimed at reducing regulations on inter community air transport and 
allow for a gradual liberalisation of air transport within the EC 
in time for the 1992 Single Market. 

In Canada, the government in 1984 introduced its "freedom 
to move" policy which opened up competition on the routes of its 
national airline (Air Canada) and in 1987, the "National 
Transportation Act" allowed for the setting up of a national agency 
to replace the Canadian Transport Commission and abolish regulatory 
controls over route licensing and airline tariffs for most domestic 
operations. 

The Australian government in 1987 dismantled its airline 
policy which had controlled and regulated the industry for thirty 
eight years and wi thdrew from economic regulations of airlines 
operations, thus allowing the market to operate freely. 

In New Zealand domestic air transport was deregulated in 
1983 with the enactment of the "Air Services Licensing Act" which 
abolished entry and pricing controls but retained power to prevent 
predatory competitive behaviour. 

Governments of some developing countries in Latin 
America, the Caribbean, Africa and some parts of Asia have resisted 
the implications of liberalisation and regulation and have 
continued to protect their airlines. Airlines are still viewed as 
instruments of national policy used to promote tourism, earn 
foreign exchange, provide essential communications and support 
national defence. They continue to respond to political and 



administrative priorities and constraints rather than the needs 
and timing of the market place and can quickly be overwhelmed by 
large mega carriers. (Taneja:1988:118). Some have been able to take 
advantage of the new competitive environment particularly those 
from South East Asia. These came into the industry late 1960' s 
early 1970's, kept out of the lATA rate fixing system, and took 
advantage of their low labour costs to mount competitive services 
with North American and European carriers. Travel to and from this 
area has also been stimulated by the steady growth of its per 
capita GNP and increasing trading arrangements with countries in 
th~ west. Singapore airlines is renowned for its excellent in
flight service and Malaysian Airlines, with a strategically located 
hub at Kuala Lumpur is competing effectively on its Eastern/Asian 
routes. 

Very little cooperative arrangements are being witnessed 
in the African region despite the publications of such plans and 
declarations. The region's hold to protectionism is reflected in 
its high membership rate in lATA, 50 out of the 155 members (1988). 
Such membership had initially provided the opportunity for African 
airlines to become part of the international air transport system. 
Governments argue that uncontrolled competition is not appropriate 
for the region as the market is price inelastic - any reduction in 
airline fares as a result of deregulation would not necessarily 
lead to increases in the demand for travel. Also market densities 
are low, even for existing airlines and most have only third and 
fourth freedom markets. The proliferation of small airlines does 
not lead to economies of scale, the route network is uneconomic, 
infrastructure poor and there is an overall low investment in 
automation. Most of their revenue is gained by charging overly 
high rates on the international routes. To continue to be part of 
the world air transport system governments must harmonise policies 
with other parts of the world and reduce or eliminate the expense 
of flag carriers. Air Afrique, jointly owned by 10 African states 
has recently been brought back from the brink of bankruptcy by an 
infusion of capital from the French government and a change in the 
management structure (ATW:l0/90). But strong nationalistic 
attitudes, political considerations, ideological and cultural 



differences and the fear that benefits would not be shared 
equitably, inhibit cooperative efforts. 

2.3. Priyatisation 
Moves towards privatisation of airlines have also been 

prominent. The rolling back of government ownership comes in the 
wake of increased interest in the 1980's in the freedom of the 
market. Reasons differ; for some governments it is financial 
expediency to raise revenue from the sale, to escape from the 
obligations of providing large injections of new capital for fleet 
modernisation or to reduce public sector deficit levels (Wheatcroft 

'and Lipman:1990:) For most developing countries embarking on the 
process, privatisation has been for economic purposes since 
generally, government owned enterprises have drained financial re
sources. 

The competitive environment created by the spread of 
deregulation meant that government owned and controlled airlines 
which were run like state bureaucracies could not survive and as 
industry regulations were relaxed, the arguments in favour of 
privatisation increased. British Airways was privati sed in 1987; 
Japan Airlines, Cathay Pacific, Ansett of Australia are some 
airlines which are also 100% privately owned. KLM of the Nether
lands, Singapore International Airlines, Air France, Air Canada and 
Scandinavian Airlines are some international airlines wi th partial 
(minority) government ownership. By 1990 some 30 airlines worldwide 
had been privatised, either completely or were in the process of 
doing so. This has given airline management greater freedom, 
flexibility and speed in decision making. Given the operating 
environment, management is inclined to be more commercially 
oriented, behave competitively, and is able to raise capital free 
of public sector controls (Wheatcroft and Lipman:1990). 

2.4. Restructuring of the Industry. 
There were varying expectations of a deregulated airline· 

industry. Opposers predicted there would be chronic instability 
of service, disruption of essential services, insufficient 
profitability and the low natural barriers would lead to an influx 



of new carriers and jeopardize air safety. Advocates relied on the 
theory of market contestability in support of deregulation and as 
being able to replace conditions of free competition. A 
contestable market is one in which industry performance is 
determined more by the thr.eat of entry than by actual competitive 
circumstances. It has no impediments to entry, all firms -
established and potential - have access to the same technology and 
hence face the same cost function (Gilbert:1990:9). Exit is 
costless in the sense that there are no irrecoverable costs of 
entry and firms enter and exit at will. At equilibrium the number 
and size of firms are always such that the industry's output is 
produced at minimum total cost, profits are zero and price equals 
marginal cost. It follows then that competition has more to do 
wi th ease of entry and exit than with the presence of a large 
number of small firms. The assumption was that the threat of 
competition would be enough to make established airlines act as 
though the conditions of perfect competition prevailed. 

Deregulation however, held many surprises for economists 
- the explosion of entry, massive restructuring of routes, price 
wars, labour-management conflict, bankruptcies and consolidations 
and the generally dismal profit record between 1978 and 1988 were 
unexpected (Kahn:1988:316). In fact the market did not stand up to 
the theory of market contestabili ty. Airline routes and prices 
proved sensi ti ve to actual market concentration and level sand 
prices responded rapidly to entry and exit. Established carriers 
were able to protect their market positions and to ensure that they 
were not affected by actual or potential new entrant airlines with 
lower fares, \ no frills' flying and lower costs (Wheatcroft and 
Lipman:1990:). They responded by predatory pricing, that is, 
selectively cutting prices on those routes which were challenged, 
thus forcing new entrants out of the market or merging to acquire 
their routes. While potential competition did act to control 
prices, established firms were able to exploit barriers to entry, 
becoming more aware of the importance of sunk costs and other 
factors which limit the effectiveness of potential entry; factors 
such as ground support services, marketing innovations which 
increase brand loyalty, and control of information via computer 



reservation systems (CRS) to prevent market failure due to 
information deficiencies. The development of CRS has been of major 
importance in the competitive environment. These systems, used in 
the days of regulation to handle inventory, now became a key factor 
in airline pricing, marketing and distribution functions. Stronger 
airlines made large investments in the development of these systems 
which were then able to be used to support its own operations or 
could be 'bought into' by other airlines. Either way, the dominant 
airline was able to control the way travel was packaged, priced, 
marketed, sold and delivered to passengers any where in the world. 

Deregulators had anticipated and projected that cost 
differences were in route structures and free mobility would 
eliminate those differences. They were also misled by the apparent 
lack of evidence of economies of scale (Kahn:1988:318) But airlines 
used the freedom which deregulation gave to develop innovative 
marketing techniques, to rethink their marketing strategies and 
restructure their networks to match the strategies. These new 
strategies included, frequent flyer programmes, travel agent 
overrides, targeting the business market, and diversifying the 
airline product into ancillary services to support transportation 
(Feldman:1988:77-93). The 'hub and spoke' concept proved to be 
advantageous to operational efficiency and marketing strength. 
Although the concept of a 'hub' airport, that is, a switching point 
where passengers can make several alternative connections, existed 
during regulation, the flexibility of entry and exit which carne 
with deregulation allowed for its expanded development. 

The system feeds passengers by spoke routes into a major 
airport (hub) from where several incoming flights can be connected 
conveniently on-line (with a flight from the same company) with 
several outgoing flights within a reasonable period of time. To 
maximise the number of on-line connections of these spokes at a 
hub, carriers attempt to schedule arrivals from several places of 
origin at approximately the same time (Weisman:1990). 

The advantages of the system is that its use allows the 
expansion of spoke to spoke connections and by agglomerating 
traffic flows into hubs, the increased volume supports more 
frequent flights. To passengers on line, connections are easy, 



baggage transfer is simple and they have more choices. The greater 
frequency of flights compensated for longer travel time needed for 
stopovers and paralleled the competi ti ve advantage of airlines with 
non-stop flights. 

Hub and spoke operations gave airlines a competitive edge 
over new entrants which were unable to mount effective challenges 
at the hubs of larger airlines. This improved networking led to 
cost savings due to economies of scope 12. They also greatly finance 
the airport and airlines can gain a large degree of bureaucratic 
control over airport operations enabling them to block the entry 
or expansion of rivals (Berry:1990:394). Airline mergers have also 
been shown to dominate airport and create market power as market 
shares and capacity increased following mergers, even when prices 
increased. 

During the early years of deregulation, 1978-1983, the 
industry was dominated by problems arising from economic recession 
and the consequences of the air traffic controllers strike which 
constituted a major barrier to entry1J. The years 1984 to 1986 saw 
price wars and struggles for market shares and from 1986 the 
merger/takeover phase began. Mergers and takeovers were largely as 
a resul t of failed airlines, but there were some which were 
undergone to complement network systems. 

Contrary to advocates of regulation, safety standards 
were not compromised, in fact there has been a decrease in the 
number of fatalities between 1960 and 1988 1'. Generally, airline 
efficiency has improved, fares have decreased and productivity has 
increased (Morrison and Winston:1986). Improved market conditions 
benefitted both the customers and the airlines. 

The industry has taken on an oligopolistic structure in 

12".is, .. n (1990) .rguu th.t th.r •• r •• cono",i .. of sco". in the industry ",h.r. it i. I ... costly to 
combin. two or .or. product lin.s (flights) in on. fir. th.n to produc. th.", •• p.r.t.ly. Econo.i •• of .c.l. 
on the oth.r h.nd, r.lyon • • h.r.bl. input .nd .mph.si ••• ub.dditiv. co.t •• cro •• product lfn.s. 

1J,.rri.rs ",.r. r.quir.d to r.duc. oper.tions in • prcportion.t ••• nn.r ",h.n th •• trik. b.g.n. Th.y 
",.r. thus inhibit.d from proc •• ding with tho pl.nn.d r.tion.lis.tion of rout •• y.t •••• (B.il.y.t .1:1985:6) 

l' F.t.liti .. _.sur.d .s • ptlrc.nt'(III of p.ss.n(lllr .ittlS florm or by flU8l»r of lIIircrlllft _,,_nt or 
by hour. flown. Conc.rn h .. been tllIpr.ssed .bout th" ov.rcrowdftd di"., "hich "' •• rtl.pon.ibltl for lilt ltl •• t _ 
IIIccidPnt, con(lllstion .t .irports •• nd in.dftqu.t •• nd overwork"d personnel lilt lIIir tr.ffic control. 



domestic markets following on the merger/acquisition phase. 
Airlines now seek to have more cooperative arrangements among 
themselves in order to defend against potential lower costs more 
efficient new entrants, and to position themselves in new markets 
and improve penetration in them. (Wheatcroft, Lipman:1998:148). In 
the US, by 1990, 6 major airlines controlled over 90% of domestic 
market; two large airlines in Canada control over 95% of the 
domestic market and it is projected that four airlines would emerge 
in Europe after 1992 to control the European. market. 

Consolidations and mergers have generally taken place 
within one country but increasingly there are more transnational 
mergers. Most bi-laterals limit the prospect of market access for 
non-national airlines and these partnerships are an attractive way 
to gain access to foreign markets offering instant local presence 
and brand recognition. Cooperation takes different forms: 

i. code sharing and blocked space arrangements where airlines 
use the same flight number for connecting flights to gain 
higher priority positions in CRS displays in order to 
strengthen local and regional market penetration, e.g. Cathay 
pacific and some European airlines 
ii. structural ties as did BA and United Airlines in 1988 in 
which the former had access to the latter's US domestic and 
Pacific routes and United to BA's European, African and Asian 
markets 
iii. cross shareholdings where each partner buys equal shares 
of other carriers as in the SAS/Delta Airlines/SIA alliance. 

2.5. The Caribbean Airline Industry 
Governments in this region generally stress the public 

service nature of air transport. The general consensus is that 
regulation cannot be left up to the market forces so aeronautical 
authori ties regulate capaci ty wi th the goal of providing equal 
opportunity for airlines of each country on the basis of 
reciprocity (Taneja:1988:31). 

International travel between the region and the rest of 
the world, accounts for over 86% of total travel with the US being 
the most popular destination and source of visitors. US 



· . 
deregula tion policies, while liberalising bi-laterals with the 
region did not result in any significant number of new entrants. 
Pan American which was a major competitor in the region, left, 
Eastern Airlines entered the market and subsequently fell out and 
American Airlines entered under a route swap arrangement with Pan 
American. Bri ti sh Airways and Air Canada also increased flight 
frequencies in the region. It has also been relatively easy for 
foreign airlines to obtain route rights in the region especially 
from countries with no airlines or countries with insufficient 
resources to modernise fleets. Route rights' have also been traded 
for non-airline benefits (Taneja:1988) 

American Airlines is now the major competitor on the US 
route and is able to offer a superior product produced at a lower 
cost than BWIA can. It set up a hub at San Juan Puerto and has been 
siphoning interline traffic from the Caribbean into the United 
States from BWIA. 's 

Privatisation is on the agenda for airlines of the 
region. This, it is hoped, removes the influence of government from 
the decision making and allows airline management to effectively 
manage their own operations. BWIA proposes to divest, initially, 
30% of its equity to a foreign partner and 5% to its staff. After 
three years, a further 20 % is to be divested to local and regional 
investors. This leaves 65% under control of government for the 
first three years after which it would have 45% majority share. 
There is the presumption that the economies of scale a foreign 
partner would bring could reduce its costs and make it viable. 
Whether this is so depends on the anatomy of the losses; to what 
extent are government bureaucracy and unproductive control systems, 
inefficient managers or its route network part of the problem. 

Fully government owned airlines in the Caribbean have a 
history of non-performance and develop a culture of dependence on 
subsidies which inhibit their potential to be strong and viable 
organisations. But ownership changes are rarely appropriate instru-

1S rlHl hub and .pob conc"pt reduced cons idttrably the orgJIniution'. abit tty to earn Interli". ntltHXIII 
as p.ss"ngers could reach th"ir dttstination. without changing airli". •• rlHl efficiency and effectitle". •• of 
the." operation ... ant that non-stop trav"l did not hold thtt coepetitive edge it had tli. a tli •• topover •• 



ments with which to improve economic regulation in developing 
countries and it is unlikely that any gains in efficiency would be 
generated if it ~s not accompanied by a level of administrative 
capacity, competent management groups and a liberal environment 
free of influence from the state (Ramanadham: 1989 and Van de 
Walle:1989). Studies of private and public sector performance in 
the UK (Kay and Thompson:1986), concluded that the public 
enterprises were badly managed mainly because of the weakening of 
incentives resulting from public ownership - it provided a comfort
able life and destroyed the commercial ethic. Low efficiency may 
be the result of the environment within which the firm operates 
rather than the structure of ownership. Private firms are not 
necessarily intrinsically more efficient, but market pressures are 
more effective at weeding out poorly performing firms in the 
private sector than in the public (Ibid:1986:23).British Airways, 
for example was inefficiently run not because it was under public 
ownership, but the regulation surrounding its operations. 

The advantages of privatisation may be reviewed in terms 
of the strategic objectives which are no longer constrained by 
political considerations, the flexibility to participate in 
industry restructuring, the greater accountability placed on 
management which encourages performance and efficiency and 
performance related incentives for employees. 

Public utilities like telephone, water and electricity 
services which are natural monopolies, can be moved into the 
private sector without many problems. Production inefficiency due 
to the lack of product market competition is likely to be reduced 
by the market for corporate control, the presence of the bankruptcy 
incentive and by the absence of government interference 
(Swann:1988:296-301). As a competitive business enterprise, these 
factors need to be present in BWIA in order to maximise production 
efficiency but the presence of the government, threatens to inhibit 
the bankruptcy incentive. Additionally, the market for corporate 
control, while influential, appears to be at present not ~trong 
enough to playa disciplinary role. 
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3.0 OVERVIEW 
The previous section examined the international 

airline industry as its structure changed from a relatively 
placid environment to one of unpredictability, intense 
competition, increased technological innovations and 
gl~balisation, and the place of the Caribbean Airline industry. 

'This section would look within the corporate infrastructure at 
some tools, methods and processes airlines used to identify and 
select among the various options available in order to maintain 
competitive advantage. The section is structured into two parts. 
First it would examine how strategic planning came to be of 
importance within the airline industry and look at two models 
which can be applied to the industry. Next, Human Resource 
Management is distinguished as one strategic option available to 
airlines, its principles and goals are discussed and also the 
advantages of having a human resource management system 
integrated into the strategic plans. 

3.1. Strategic Planning 
Change, and its implications for organisations, bring 

the need to plan, both for the present and the future. 
Assessment of the likely impact of the constantly occurring 
social, economic and technological changes have become essential 
to organisation survival and growth (King, Cleland:1978:3). The 
importance of strategic planning 16 has been recognised as a means 
of coping with increased technological complexity, 
diversification and systematic growth (Fombrun:1983:192). 

Strategic planning is defined as a "process through 
which the basic mission and objectives of the organisation are 
set and its resources allocated to achieve those objectives" 
(Fombrun: 1983: 193). Strategic management is "a process which 
deals with the entrepreneurial work of the organisation, with 

16The Pittsburg conference lIfes held eround 1975 to define e ""red,'fIIII for bu.in ... policy. The 
.terting point lIfes to change the neme to strategic .enagement end to define it. 
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organisational renewal and growth, and more particularly with 
developing and utilizing the strategy which is to guide the 
organisation's operations"-- [Lyles :-I-!fs6-)--:'---,A--st-iategy -has four 
components: 

i. scope - which pertains to the number of businesses, 
products or services that define the size of the firms 
target in the industry, 
ii. resource deployment the level and pattern of 
distribution of resources - physical, financial and human -
for achieving strategic goals; 
iii. distinctive competence the special skill an 
organisation is 
advantage; 

able to exploit to gain competitive 

iv. synergy - which occurs when the organisational parts 
interact to produce a joint effect that is greater than the 
sum of the parts acting alone (Daft:1988:). 

Strategic planning involves an environmental assessment 
of the threats and opportunities, an internal assessment of 
strengths and weaknesses, competitive analysis and a formulation 
of the distinctive competence, and choice of a dominant value 
consistent with the organisation's distinctive competence 
(Fombrun:1983:193). In this way the organisation chooses its 
competitive domain and the means to achieve them. Strategy may 
be implemented at various levels in the organisation. At the 
corporate level it is concerned with the type of businesses the 
firms should be in, its markets, profit targets and growth. At 
the business level, it is concerned with how an operating unit, 
a Strategic Business Uni t (SBU) can compete in a particular 
market, while at the operating level it is concerned with how the 
various functions, finance, marketing, operations, research and 
development, human resources, contribute to the corporate and 
business level strategies (Bowman and Asch: 1987: 37-38) . 
Environmental appraisal is central to strategy formulation since 
the firm is involved in a ~oritin~ous process ot exchange with 
external parties, suppliers, customers, employees, government and 
is a target for environmental changes. 

A study of the planning 
(Mintzberg et at:1986: pp. 3-41) over 

pattern of Air Canada 
the period 1937 to 1976 

presents an example of how airline strategies were formulated 
over the years and the motivation for the various strategies 
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pursued. The airline's planning history was divided into three 
periods, 1937 to 1946, 1948 to 1955 and 1955 to 1974. 

The first was a period of creating the foundations of 
the organisation which functioned as an appendage of a larger 
system that responded to external needs (the flying arm of the 
federal government) rather than its own. It lacked the strong 
entrepreneurial initiative needed in a new organisation and plans 
were more disjointed than integrated. It did manage during this 
period to create a strategic foundation on which to later build. 

Between 1946 and 1948 the organisation underwent a 
significant change when it's mail service, which was a 
significant part of its operations during the war, was reduced 
and the airline embarked on a comprehensive programme for regular 
passenger services to Canadians. Earlier disjointed strategies 
gave way to tightly integrated ones built on three poles - the 
elaboration of routes, the purchase of passenger aircraft and the 
steady gain of autonomy from the government. The process of 
organisation development was accelerated as it acquired its own 
chief executive and gained some autonomy from the federal 
government. Routes to Europe, the US and the Caribbean were 
extended and it began to cornmercialise itself, shape its 
structures and establish and formalize its planning systems to 
respond to external influence. Strategies, though deliberate, 
were in response to management initiatives and increasingly 
influenced by industry forces. After entering the global 
environment, it settled down to pursue steady incremental change 
in response to steadily developing market demand. 

The third period, 1955 to 1974 saw the elimination of 
eleven internal routes and the addi tion of one, suggesting a 
strategy of consolidation of its activities within Canada. 
Organisation strategy concentrated on stating its mission in 
terms of products, services and markets, the means to perform the 
mission and how it was going to be supplied, marketed, supported 
or extended with varying emphasis placed on one aspect or the 
other depending on the nature of the environment. The period was 
characterised by a desire for stability and order, the airline 
having already gained control of its political destiny as well 
as its technical and market operation. Strategies were tightly 
integrated, planning systematic and incremental, either refining 
or fine-tuning a given set of successful strategies. 
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What the study concluded was that although there was 
a prevalence of planning there was an absence of strategic 
orientation. Faced with no sudden shifts in the environment, the 
organisation pursued conservative incremental strategies to 
strengthen and consolidate its systems over those years. 

These factors encouraged formalised planning but 
because of its lack of attention to strategic thinking, that is, 
conceptual thinking about the organisation as a whole and new 
ways to conceive the basic mission, the organisation paid the 
price by its failure to initiate early responses when for example 
its domestic routes became saturated, when faced with difficulty 
in acquiring foreign ones or deregulation which came later. 
Strategic thinking was not part of the dominant culture as the 
organisation preferred to avoid risks even if it meant forgoing 
opportunities. 

The approach to planning adopted by Air Canada is 
perhaps characteristic of planning in the airlines during the 
period when the airline industry was regulated. Planning was 
conducive to marginal change or adaptation rather than to 
significant reorientation. The danger of this was that change, 
such as deregulation, was likely to catch the organisation off
guard and unable to respond. 

Planning in the airline industry during the early years 
of deregulation was reactional and tactical. Studies of planning 
cycles (Giallorto:1991:190) show that times of economic crisis 
coincided with the tactical phase of the management cycle when 
short term goals were used with the objective of acquiring market 
share from competitors:- matching the lowest prevailing price in 
key markets, . cutting costs, rationalizing service standards. 

In many organisations, management performance was 
evaluated by the last year's profits i this meant that more 
attention was paid to the day to day short run problems and the 
long run planning was neglected (Pucik and Hatvany:1983:103). 
Strategic planning involves the development of objectives and the 
linking of these objectives with the resources which will be used 
to attain them. Thus it is by nature future oriented, (normally 
five to ten years) and it's processes are arranged so that 
management is not locked into a single stream of decisions and 
actions that may not be desirable if the future does not turn out 
as assumed (Bryson:1988:8). The volatility of the airline 
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industry and the growing competi ti veness have reinforced the need 
for a reorientation of the planning process from the short term 
basis on which the reward system is based, to an organisation 
system which will support a long run orientation to the basic 
business (Fombrun:1983:192). Accurate strategic planning serves 
as an early warning system, for imminent threats and for the 
opportunities in the system and allows competing airlines to 
differentiate themselves by acting on innovative and profitable 
strategies before their competitors. 

3,1.1. Strategic planning models 
Bryson (1988: 23-42) has reviewed several models of 

strategic planning in use in organisations. The approaches are 
not mutually exclusive, one can be used as part of the process 
of or in conjunction with another, or different approaches 
applied simultaneously at different levels. Some approaches 
emphasise policy and direction setting at the corporate level and 
do not prescribe answers. These'process' strategies presume that 
correct answers emerge from appropriate application. 'Content' 
approaches generally focus on strategy at the business level and 
claim to yield specific answers to questions in planning. Two 

, models which are considered appropriate for management in the 
airline industry, will be outlined. These are, a process 
approach, the Harvard Policy Model and a content model, Porter's 
Competitive Analysis. 

The Harvard Policy Model focuses within the firm at the 
at the SBU, and provides a detailed systematic assessment of the 
internal and external environment of the organisation to identify 
the strengths and weaknesses within it and the opportunities and 
threats in the external .nvironment. This model can be applied 
to determine the organisation's distinctive competence and how 
its functions could be better integrated. 

Porter's (1980) model also focuses at the SBU but 
identifies specific business strategy options which will allow 
a firm to gain competi ti ve advantage. He applies the basic 
principles of competitive strategy at the national level to firms 
competing globally, that is, where a firm's competitive position 
in one nation significantly affects and is affected by its 
position in other nations. Porter outlines what he believes to 
be the necessary strategies a firm must pursue if it wants to 
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posi tion itself in order to create and sustain competitive 
advantage in the wider global environment. This is of particular 

---relevance to-- airlines which increasingly are finding that they 
cannot escape international competition. 

This by no means discounts the 
models to the airline industry, for 
Portfolio Analysis or Ansoff's Strategic 

applicability of other 
example, Henderson's 

issues management. The 
former identifies strategic options in a product/matrix design:
market penetration, consolidation, market development, product 
development, diversification. These however, while appropriate 
to the airline industry, have been labelled by Porter as 
strategic decisions (Mintzberg:1988:3), that is, means of 
achieving strategies and still fall into one or the other of 
Porter's three generic strategies. Ansoff also categorised 
business into one of four categories depending on how its 
industry was growing and how large a share of the market it had. 
The approach is based purely on economic criteria and ignores the 
political and social influences on airlines. It also appears to 
be more applicable to multiple product organisations. 

a. Harvard Policy Model 
This model begins with an examination of the firm's 

current position, its resources, business, objectives, how well 
these are being achieved and how well they may be used in the 
future by management. It employs SWOT analysis (Strengths, 
Weaknesses Opportunities and Threats) in a systematical 
assessment of the firm's internal processes and external 
environment. Identification of strengths and weaknesses help to 
reveal those aspects of the organisation that help or hinder 
accomplishment of its mission and involves a review of the main 
functional areas - accounting and finance, marketing, operations 
and human resource management, including the people doing these 
functions so that a judgement can be made as to whether they are 
a resource and strength or a weakness in the future development. 

In considering the human resources, some issues of 
relevance are: 

- the relationship between the individual and the enterprise 
the impact of informal groups and whether they are 

supportive of the formal organisation 
- management sensitivity to human behaviour 
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- morale 
- proficiency of personnel given present and projected 
activities 
- relationship with trade unions 

the extent to which human resources are considered 
strategically in the organisation (Bowman and Asch: 1987: 89) . 

Insight into the accounting and finance gives a 
perspective of the state of the organisation. Considerations of 
this function includes:-

- financial results and status 
- link between budgets and overall strategic and operational 
plan 
- the process of budget preparation and whether management 
across the organisation is involved in preparation 
- the attitude of managers to planning and control reports 
and whether such documents are utilised as a motivational 
element in the organisation 

- the utilisation by management of control reports for 
evaluation of performance and the formation of strategy 
(Bowman and Asch:1987:91) 

The marketing function provides a vital communication 
link between the organisation and the outside world by 
considering changes in the economic, technological, social and 
other environment and bringing such knowledge to the 
organisation. Focus is placed on what extent management adopts 
a marketing perspective and whether the marketing function is 

linked to the other functional areas in the organisation. 
Examination of the area may include: 

- the use made of market research and the extent to which 
it influences product development 
- the distribution channels and the extent to which new 
distribution developments may indicate the need for change 
- important competitive features - quality, price, service 
and delivery and how they are applied to the product 
- awareness of competitor's moves in technology, and other 
environmental aspects relevant to the firm. (Ibid) 

Information produced by marketing to the operations 
area would help to ensure that the organisation produces a 
product to the specification stated, at the cost stated and to 
consumer satisfaction. Appraisal of this area may include:-
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the interaction of production planning and control with 
marketing 
- the use operations make of information from the marketing 
department 
- the cost involved in producing the product 
- the extent of automation/computerisation of the facilities 
and the policy on replacement 
- the reputation of the product (Ibid pp 92) 

The assessment of all the above functions gives a clear 
perspectives of the internal dimensions of the organisation and 
problems can be broken down into manageable proportions. The 
organisation can then examine options available in the light of 
resources identified and evaluate and select suitable options at 
the business level. 

External appraisal of the organisation looks for 
opportunities and threats and is more than just an assessment of 
the firms immediate sector of the economy. Analysis of the wider 
social, technological and legal and governmental factors is an 
important input to the analysis of the environment and can 
identify to what extent the organisation strategy matches or does 
not match its environment. External elements are generally 
uncontrollable but the environment itself reacts to organisation 
change. 

Innovations in technology are often most apparent and 
dramatic. Innovations may crate new industries, destroy others 
and often requires a change in the human resource management 
function - obtaining and or training new personnel to operate new . 
equipment or how to shed redundant labour; and the finance 
function - how to finance the new equipment. The advance in 
computer technology has had a major influence on information for 
management decision making and this has been very apparent in the 
airline industry. 

Legal and governmental factors may constrain an 
organisation's actions and management must be aware of these 
constraints and consider their implications. 

The economic climate determines in a broad way, the 
opportuni ties in the environment. Generally, an expanding economy 
provides scope for organisations but attention has to be paid to 
short term phenomena and more fundamental changes in the overall 
economy so the firm must identify factors likely to affect demand 
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in the short run as well as those influencing the enterprise's 
ability to meet expected future demand in the long term (Bowman 
and Asch:1987:62-65). 

b. Competitive Analysis 
Porter (1980,1985,1990) developed an approach aimed at 

providing answers to how the organisation should relate to its 
environment. By analyzing the forces which shape an industry, 
the general level of profits throughout the industry and the 
likely success of any particular strategy for a SBU can be 
predicted. He hypothesised that five key forces shaped an 
industry: 

- the threat of new entrants 
- the threat of substitute products or services 
- the barbaining power of buyers 
- the bargaining power of suppliers 
- the rivalry among the existing companies (Porter:1990:35). 

These determine industry profi tabili ty because they 
shape the prices firms can charge, the costs they have to bear 
and the investment required to compete in the industry. The 
strength of each is the underlying economic and technical 
characteristics of an industry. 

Two central concerns underlie the choice of competi ti ve 
strategy, industry structure and a firm's position wi thin an 
industry. Successful firms respond to their environment and also 
attempt to influence it in their favour and change in industry 
structure or the emergence of new bases for competitive advantage 
underlie substantial shifts in competitive position 
(Porter:1990:34). In addition to responding to and influencing 
structure, firms also must choose a position within the industry. 
Porter sees competitive advantage at the heart of positioning as 
in the long run, firms succeed relative to competitors if they 
possess sustainable competitive advantage. Two types of 
competitive advantage are lower cost and differentiation. Lower 
cost is the ability of a firm to design, produce and market a 
comparable product more efficiently than its competitors. 
Differentiation is the ability to provide unique and superior 
value to the buyer in terms of product quality, service and 
special features. Scope or the breadth of the firm's target in 
the industry is another basis for competitive advantage. A firm 
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its 
its 

The activities performed in an organisation can be 
grouped into what Porter calls a generic value chain. This 
depicts all the organisation's activities grouped under: i. 
primary activities marketing, production, operations and 
ii.support activities - finance, technology and human resources, 
which create value for the firm. In order to gain competitive 
advantage a firm must either provide comparable buyer value but 
perform activities more efficiently (lower cost) I or perform 
activities in a unique way which creates buyer value 
(differentiation) . 

Porter later (1990) applied this generic value chain 
to firms competing globally but added that at that level, 
strategic advantage was gained by the firm's ability to spread 
acti vi ties among nations (configuration) and its ability to 
coordinate among dispersed acti vi ties. In these global 
industries, rivals compete by drawing on competitive advantage 
which emanate from their entire network of worldwide activities 
and combine advantage created at home base with others that 
result from a presence in many nations, example, economies of 
scale, the abili ty to serve multinational customers and the 
transferability of brand reputation (Porter:1990:53). 

In configuring its world wide activities, firms face 
two broad choices:-

- to concentrate activities in one or two nations or 
disperse among many or 

- to chose among nations where to locate firms 
Global co-ordination involves sharing information, allocating 
responsibility and aligning efforts. Benefits accrue to the firm 
in terms of the accumulation of knowledge in terms of buyer needs 
and marketing techniques and.the expertise gained at different 
sites in process technologies and product distribution. 

A coordination strategy can signal to the firm early 
signs in industry changes, provide economies of scale by 
allocating sub-tasks among locations to allow specialisation and 
yields flexibili ty in responding to competi tors (Porter: 1990; 59) . 

A note is made about strategic alliances which is 
prevalent as a tool in global strategies. These include joint 
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ventures, long term supply agreements and other types of inter
firm relationships. These divide activities in the value chain 
on a world-wide basis with a strategic partner. Benefits which 
may accrue include, economies of scale, access to local markets 
and technology and the spreading of risks. Failure to coordinate 
efforts with an independent partner who often has different and 
conflicting objectives may impede benefits gained from a 
strategic alliance. Competitive advantage ultimately relies on 
a firm's internal capabilities. 

So, both models are of use in the airline industry, the 
Harvard Policy Model as the tool for situation analysis and 
Porter's model provides the options available to airlines for 
positioning in the industry in order to gain competitive 
advantage. Human Resource Management (HRM) is among the 
activities in the support system which can create value for the 
firm. Many models do not place much emphasis on the human 
resource management aspect in the organisation; at the 
formulation stage the human element is considered as influencing 
the type of strategy, that is strategy may be influenced by 
management style, behaviour and preferences; while at the 
implementation stage, where it is primarily given some 
importance, it is stressed that employees' attitudes and 
behaviour must be compatible wi th the new strategy. But effective 
implementation requires more than compliance with the new 
strategy; it involves inducing organisational processes through 
the design of the human resource system to support the strategic 
thrust; a supportive set of control systems for both financial 
and human resources (Frombrun:1983:193). While the former is a 
well documented cycle of activity the latter is less systematic 
and perhaps the critical stumbling block in the implementation 
process (Ibid). 

Effective environmental adaptation and hence strategy 
formulation require, to be successful, a system for 
implementation - a focus on human resource management as a means 
of utilizing to the maximum the available human assets. This is 
the thrust of a strategic human resource management system. 
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The concept of human resource management (HRM) and its 
systems gradually evolved in organisations since Elton Mayo and 
others discovered in the Hawthorne studies that the human 
problems which reduced the efficiency of machines could be 
eliminated not by standardisation and control of work processes 
as Frederick Taylor before him had advocated, but by humanising 
the work processes (Callahan and Fleenor: 1988: 16) • Mayo's studies 
originated what became known as the human relations management 
school of thought. He concluded that "(an organization) is a 
social system, a system of cliques, grapevines, informal status 
systems, rituals and a mixture of logical and non-logical and 
illogical behaviour." (Hicks:1972) The highest productivity was 
achieved not by posi tive financial incentives or improved working 
condi tions but by fulfilling the natural human nature of workers, 
that is the need to be one with peers. The experiments brought 
to the fore the impact posi ti ve treatment of workers had on 
productivity; an aspect which was largely ignored by earlier 
management theorists. 

Many other studies, particularly those of the 
behaviourial school of management by writers such as McGregor, 
Argyis, Libert and Herzberg (Hicks: 1972), contributed to building 
the human relations school by their emphasis on increasing 
organisational effectiveness by increasing the effectiveness of 
its human resources. These focused on the behaviour of people in 
the workplace, various aspects of social interaction, motivation, 
patterns of power and authority, communication, leadership and 
the quality of worklife. 

Changes in management thought were paralleled by 
changes in the nature of work, the composition of the workforce 
and the advent of new technologies. During the 1960's and 1970's 
there was a reduction in the number of jobs in manufacturing, an 
increase in the jobs in the service industry, improvement in 
communications as a result of the development of the computer and 
increased technological innovations in industry (Kraevtz: 1988: p1-
36). This has resulted in a workforce which has evolved from the 
traditional blue collar workers, once the basis of union 
strength, to more white collar workers, highly educated, skilled 
wi th potentially different aspirations towards work and leisure -
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a workforce which had to be managed rather than controlled 
(Blanpain:1990:22). 

Thinking about management practices has also been 
influenced by the successes of Japanese industries at home and 
abroad and contributed to the body of human resource management 
techniques. This has been attributed to the Japanese focus on 
human resources an explicit preference for the maximum 
utilization of available human assets which translates into three 
main interrelated strategic thrusts:- i. creation of an internal 
labour market to secure a labour force of the desired quality and 
to induce employees to remain with the firm, ii. articulation of 
a company philosophy that expresses concern for employee needs 
and emphasises co-operation and teamwork and iii. intensive 
socialisation to ensure that people who will match the value of 
the organisation are hired and properly integrated into it at 
all stages (Pucik and Hatvany: 1983: 104) . In short, Japanese 
management practices reflect an investment in people, a long
term orientation (up to 25 years forward planning) and 
flexibility at all levels (Twiss:1988:3). 

The greatest thrust for the development of human 
resource management came in the decade of the '80's and the onset 
of the economic recession. This, coming in the wake of the decade 
of the 1970's which saw a phenomenal rise in the power of trade 
unions and labour/management interaction, gave the impetus to 
management to introduce an element of flexibility in industrial 
relations. This flexibility meant adaptable use of resources, 
including human, to the changing economic and technological 
demands of the market, thus, 'throwing some of the traditional 
truths (of industrial relation~ theory) into disarray' 
(Blanpaini1990:24). Governments also, plagued by huge deficits 
and unemployment contributed to the changing balance of power 
between labour and management by imposing far-reaching incomes 
policies or responding to growing demands for deregulation. Focus 
was shifted from IR issues to competi ti veness in product markets, 
realignment of operations, downsizing, merging, streamlining, in 
order to gain a competi ti ve edge. The management of labour 
relations and industrial relations systems which focused on 
systems of formal institutions and regulations to control workers 
in organizations appeared highly inappropriate, restrictive and 
concentrated in such an environment. Focus had to be extended 
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from institutions of job regulations such as trade unions, 
employer associations, collective bargaining, industrial 
disputes, economic rewards, and arbitration to other less-vi-si-ble 
forms of control, the informal groups, political alliances and 
personal attitudes (Bamber&Lansbury:1989). 

3.2.2. HRM in the Airline Industry 
Structural changes in the airline industry left its 

mark on airline personnel. Air transport traditionally offered 
attractive benefits, relatively stable jobs and favourable 
working conditions contributing to a high degree of personnel 
motivation and low turnover (AB:l1/90). Competition from new low 
cost carriers which entered the market when it was deregulated, 
exerted pressures to reduce or contain personnel costs.?' This 
was the main rationale for radical changes in traditional 
labour/management relations and was fuelled by the Air Traffic 
Controllers' strike in 1981 when 11,400 employees were fired. 
This gave management the confidence to implement changes which 
brought flexibility in the labour force. 

The industry reacted by implementing measures to hold 
down costs I especially staff costs 18, and maximise operational 
efficiency and asset productivity. In competitive industries, a 
firm that is able to reduce its costs can increase its profits 
on current production while using its cost advantage to expand 
relative to other firms (Bailey et al:1985:96). Price controls 
had previously limited incentives for carriers to reduce costs 
and as such, inefficient airlines were protected. Many groups 
in the industry are highly skilled and specialised thus limiting 
the availability of easy substitutes. The industry has always had 
a higher percentage of unionised workers than the overall labour 
force and a strike could cripple an airline - service, the 
competitive element cannot be stored and the effects of a strike 
perSisted even after settlement (ATW:2/84). 

Thus the economic character of the industry, economic 

1'AvllreQII pay and benefit. for new cllrrier. between 1981 lind 198J 11111. US'22,OOO per yeeri for the 
Bstebl i.hlld cllrriBr. it was US,!,!"OOO. Crllw flying hour. et new cllrrier. wllre 111.0 'OX highllr then 
IIStebl i.hlld cllrriBrs {ATW (,/811) 

18Cut• in personnel costs l1Iere IIchieved by implementation of two-tillr I1IIIge .cIIIB., iu. rll.trictivlI 
work ruill., rllduction in the workforce, wllge cuts lind l1Iage frB"zlIs. BWIA illlplBmllnted ,"lery and co.t of 
living frllllze. lind beglln the concept of IIwarding lumpsum pllymllnts rllthllr thlln percentaQII increa.e •• 
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regulation and the institutional arrangement between labour and 
management placed trade unions in a strong bargaining position 
with the airlines. Theoretically, all firms in an industry have 
access to the same technology and hence cost structures. But 
costly labour contracts and restrictive work rules bound the 
established carriers whereas new entrants were free from these 
constraints. Their employees worked longer hours, were highly 
motivated as a result of the cross-utilisation schemes and the 
participatory management practices in these airlines. 

The introduction of new technology also helped to maximise 
opperational efficiency. This altered the volume and structure 
of employment in air transport. Between 1979 and 1983, the number 
of employees (lATA members) fell at a time when many new 
airlines were entering the industry (Gil:1986). This is 
attributed mainly to two factors. One is the fall in the 
requirement for flight engineers due to the development of video 
display technology. This made it possible for aircraft 
manufacturers to offer airlines' the new concept of the two-man 
forward facing crew cockpit thus eliminating the flight engineer 
from mediam-range operations and reducing cockpit crews by 30%. 
The other is the development of computer reservations systems and 
the increased use of travel agents for ticket sales, causing a 
9.5% drop in ticketing and sales personnel (Gil:1986). 
Computerisation of personnel administration systems and crew 
scheduling has also reduced employment. At the unskilled and 
semi-skilled levels, there have been increasing employment of 
part-time workers who provide the organisation with the 
flexibility to utilise those resources only when needed. In a 
market with surplus labour this group has been resistant to 
mobilisation by labour unions. 

Deregulation and the increasing financial vulnerability of 
airlines have changed the basic premise of industrial relations 
in the airline industry. Labour related costs and productivity 
have become vital factors in the competitiveness of the 
organisation and computerisation and automation have adversely 
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affected the bargaining power of trade unions (Gil:1986).19 In 
general pay became more closely linked to performance and 
productivity. Airlines also began experfmentirig with job 
enrichment processes, more participatory management styles, 
profit sharing plans and stock participation schemes (ATW:6/84). 

These changes had many implications for personnel in 
the airline industry. The traditional routine administrative 
functions of personnel departments and fire fighting role of 
industrial relations departments were chall~nged as an element 
of planning entered the personnel function as organisations 
merged, down sized and as the regulatory environment changed. 
Airlines embarking on programmes of privatisation needed plans 
and programmes which would reconstruct inefficient enterprises, 
cope with the demands of labour and gain commitment to new 
strategy-oriented goals from a workforce raised in a product
oriented culture. A survey of the personnel function in twenty 
two airlines worldwide (Lynch:1984) showed that sixteen of them 
had it as a separate function and others linked it to 
administration. Major developments were, a decentralisation of 
the personnel function tending towards small policy groups at the 
centre with the functions integrated into regions and divisions, 
an increase in its scope I and the separation of the routine 
administrative functions from strategic issues in order to 
facilitate change and dispel inertia (Lynch:1984:147). The main 
task of the new human resources departments was to make optimum 
use of the human resources as central to the strategic thrust of 
the airline. Human resource competence was needed to identify 
the human resource implications of the business strategy and 
develop policies and programmes which will enable the 
organisation to achieve its objectives with a lean and flexible 
workforce and at minimal cost. 

3.2.3. Principles of HRM 
HRM therefore increased in strategic significance as 

organizations perceived benefits in two ways, an increase in 

19Jt is expected that trends ~ould be the same in Europe ~hen the industry i. fully liberali.ed. 
Airline. can recruit from other lo~ cost EC countries and the airlines of Ea.tern Europe with lo~ labour 
costs are attractive for takeovers or collaboration (AB:11j90)Carriers in Europe are trying to persuade the 
European Comission to incorporate them into a community standard of licencing and hours of ~ork ~hich all, 
including the lo~ cost carriers, ~ould have to observe. This could erode their competitve advantage. 
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organization effectiveness and the satisfaction of employee 
needs. The approach holds that both needs are mutual and one need 
not be gained at the expense of the other. Its basic principles 
are: 

employees are investments that will, if effectively 
managed and developed, provide long term rewards to the 
organization in the form of greater productivity. 
- policies, programs and practices must be created that 
satisfy both the economic and emotional needs of employees 
- a working environment created in which employees are 
encouraged to develop and utilize skills to the maximum 
extent. 
- personnel programs and practices must be implemented with 
the goal of balancing the needs and requirements of both the 
organization and its employees (Carrell et al:1989). 

3.2.4. Goals of HRM 
The apparent novelty of HRM lies in its claim that by making 

full use of its Human Resources, a firm will gain competitive 
advantage. The implication here is that there is strategic choice 
about how best to use the human resources - a choice between the 
assumptions inherent in McGregor's (1960) Theory X and Theory Y. 
Weisman (1990) noted that many of the inputs, aircraft, skilled 
labour, used in the production of international air transport 
services are bought or leased on the international market and are 
not restricted to original factor endowments of the horne country. 
Hence in a hypothetical manner, cost structures should be 
identical. Exceptions arise when economies of scope are 
exploited or if an airline is subsidized; but it was differences 
of national input which determined comparative advantage. 

The management of human resources could be one such 
national input which could determine comparative advantage. A 
coherent and distinctive set of policy goals together with 
relevant procedures for implsmentation indicate how the human 
resources might be fully and effectively utilised. Th~ goals, 
based on the values inherent in the Theory Y assumptions are 
commitment, high quality in persons employed and output of the 
organisation, flexibility in terms of utilisation of resources 
including human resources and strategic integration. When there 
is a coherent strategy, directed towards these four policy goals, 
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fully integrated into the business strategy and supported by all 
levels of management, then there would most likely be high 
produc'f:[vlty arfd Yelat-ed- outcome-s (GUest-: r990) 

3.2.5. Human Resource Management Models 
Frombrun (1983) outlines four generiC processes or 

functions performed by human resource systems in all 
organisations. These are selection, evaluation, reward and 
development. At the core of these functions stands the dominant 

. value the organisation is stressing at the time, example, profit 
maximisation, lower cost, increase in market share or improvement 
in service quality. 

The selection system covers all activities related to 
internal movement of people across pOSitions and external hiring 
into the organisations. It aims to match available resources, 
internal and external, with positions in the organisation. 
Activities include job analysis, job deSign, recruitment and 
selection and planning and forecasting human resource 
requirements. 

The reward system varies from pay in its various forms, 
through promotion, job security, career opportunities, to 
informal acti vi ties as praise, recognition, respect and 
friendship. Rewards should be made contingent upon desired 
behaviour which is guided by the dominant value needed to support 
the business strategy. 

The development system includes activities designed to 
ensure that individuals are properly equipped with skills and 
knowledge to carry out their jobs. These are on-the-job-training 
and long term development of employees. The major areas of the 
development process are job improvement, career planning, that 
is, pathing individual growth in relation to organisational 
opportunities, and succession planning to ensure adequate human 
resource talent for projected needs in the future based on the 
strategi-c plan. 

The appraisal system links the selection, reward and 
development systems by its focus on appraising for immediate 
staffing plans, proj ecting future dimensions and identifying 
future potential. 
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Daft (1988:337 - 360) captures these four systems in 
his model of the human resource process which categorizes the 
acti vi ties into three main areas, attracting I developing and 
maintaining an effective workforce. 

Attracting an effective workforce includes a selection 
approach in which the organisation and the employee or 
prospective employee, attempt to match each other's needs, 
interests and values. It includes acti vi ties such as job 
analysis, planning and forecasting and recrui tment and selection. 

Developing an attractive workforce is the planned 
effort by an organisation to facilitate employees' learning of 
job-related behaviours and includes training and development, 
appraising and evaluating. 

Maintaining an effective workforce involves providing 
equitable and fair compensation, managing potentially disruptive 
external influences and effecting separations from the 
organisation. 

Daft's model includes some external influences which 
affect the human resource management process and which are not 
taken up by Fombrun. Trade unions and any legislation which have 
consequences for the employee/employer relationship, and the 
processes which detail how these would be handled, have to form 
an integral part of any human resource management process. 

3.2.6. Integrating Human Resource System with Strategic Plans 
In strategic human resource management, all programs, 

projects and activities relating to the HRM function must be 
implemented and evaluated in the context of the organisation 
mission, business strategy and goals and objectives. HRM becomes 
an important consideration in the process of overall formulation 
and implementation of strategic plans and each system or area 
can be structured in line with the short and long term goals or 
the strategic plans at all three levels of planning 
(Kiggundu:1989:157). Fombrun outlines a model which matches 
strategy at each level with the human resource sUb-systems. 

At the corporate level the HRM strategy seeks to decide 
on the way in which the organisation will consolidate its human 
resource flows across functional and hierarchical boundaries and 
provide channels for the flow of personnel. Fombrun suggests 
that a highly integrated set of systems is consistent with a 
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corporate strategy designed around a single or dominant product 
(as in the airline industry) and is able to draw from a large 

__ pool_of_ employees ina larg~ j,_nt_e~_nCl.llCl.b_QJ.l~_Ina~Jcet.9n i::lle other 
hand, a multiple product firm needs to have a low integration of 
such systems. 

At the business level the cri tical concern is designing 
a unifying theme or operating philosophy which will guide the 
human resource strategy. For example, a strategy of achieving 
larger market share may have expressed as the dominant value in 
its HRM strategy, the importance of good client relations or high 
service quality. Hence the selection system may stress appearance 
or interpersonal skills and evaluation may be based on client 
feedback. 

At the functional level, design of the human resources 
involves, tailoring the system for each business function and 
designing activities across functions to support the strategic 
programme of the business level strategy. The main tool here is 
the human resource cycle, the sequential managerial activity 
reflected in the selection, evaluation, reward and development 
systems. 

It is at the business level that HRM is critical. A 
large body of research and writing has identified the issue of 
fitting HRM to the business strategy and as being important to 
an organisation seeking competitive advantage through innovation 
driven strategies (Guest:1990) 
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4.Q Overview 
This section would examine the organisation, BWIA, its 

strategic plans for the period 1989-1992 and its human resource 
management system. Specifically, it aims to determine whether the 
HRM system can facilitate implementation of the goals and 
objectives by examining to what extent it is integrated into the 
organisation's strategic plans. The strategic plans as outlined 
by the organisation in two documents dated November 10, 1988 and 
April 21, 1991, would be used as the basis of analysis. 

The section would be structured into four parts. Part 
one would give a brief history of the organisation, the pattern 
of planning, outline its current mission, goals, objectives and 
strategies and programmes of the various functional areas. Part 
two looks at the human resource management system in the 
organisation and analyses its functions in the context of the 
business plan. The third part discusses the applicability of HRM, 
its practice and limitations, and forwards some recommendations 
on strategic human resource management for BWIA. The paper 
concludes with a synopsis of the structure of the airline 
industry and matters for consideration in future strategic 
planning in the Caribbean Airline Industry. 

4.1. The Organisation. BWIA 
4.1.1. Brief history 

The original British west Indian Airways (BWIA) began 
operations on November 17, 1950 as a privately owned airline 
based in Trinidad & Tobago (T&T) serving mainly the Caribbean 
area. In 1943, the British colonial government acquired the 
majori ty shareholdings of the airline in order to secure the 
only reliable link between the islands and the airline began to 
operate under the British South American Airways Company (BSAA). 

In 1949 it was taken over by British Overseas Airways 
Corporation (BOAC) and as a subsidiary of that company, developed 
into a highly professional small carrier with strong emphasis on 
safety and maintenance. BOAC equipped it with a fleet which flew 
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between the Eastern Caribbean to New York and other routes which 
BOAC, short of aircraft at the time, could not operate. When BOAC 
acquired its complement of aircraft and became fully organised, 
BWIA was ordered to wind down its operations. The Federal 
government20 indicated to BOAC its intention to take controlling 
interest in the airline upon formation of the Federation, but its 
failure caused the T&T government to step in and buy 90% of its 
equity, while BOAC retained 10% and a seat on the board. 

The T&T government made valiant efforts, supported by 
the ICAO, to persuade the other Caribbean governments to 
participate and share in the operations and to secure foreign 
partners, but wi thout success. The government subsequently bought 
BOAC's 10% holding and in 1969 became 100% shareholders. 

The dilemma for the government was whether to continue 
to subsidise regional air services or close down the airline 
which would have crippled Caribbean tourism, communications and 
trade wi thin the region. The government chose to continue to 
support the airline and this it did for many years partly because 
of the oil boom which began in 1974 and lasted into the early 
1980's and which allowed the government to support a large public 
sector, including BWIA, with little difficulty. 

On the recommendations of a government appointed 
Commission of Enquiry in 1978, the organisation was restructured 
and a new corporation, Trinidad and Tobago (BWIA International) 
Airways Corporation (the title retained the traditional BWIA in 
it) established by an act of parliament No. 50 of 1978, bringing 
it under the ambit of a public enterprise which eased its tax 
position but put limits on borrowings, and made new ventures hard 
to develop. The act also catered for the incorporation of the 
assets and liabilities of the domestic airline, Trinidad and 
Tobago Air Services (TTAS) which were fully vested into BWIA in 
1980. 

4.1.2. Planning process 
Planning, for a long time in its life, was external to the 

airline. Its operations were dictated by its shareholders, first 
the British government which quelled the early entrepreneurial 

20 West Indian (Caribbean) Governments were in the process of forming a Federal system. Thi. ca.e 
to a halt with the Jamaican referendum in 1962. 
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spiri t of its founder, and then by the T&T government which 
steered the airline in line with the needs of the country and the 
region. It did not develop along its own rational path as an 
independent organisation facing challenges in the international 
environment. Many decisions were external to the organisation, 
example, routes to fly and equipment to purchase and the extent 
of involvement of airline officials was in many instances limited 
to the technical aspects of these decisions21

• Continued 
government subsidisation which involved not only route subsidies 
but also payment of wage and salary increases demanded by the 
various unions, created an attitude of dependence on the 
government by management and workers. Management acquired little 
expertise in aircraft financing processes, organisation and 
management skills and marketing and sales techniquesn . During 
the 1980's strategies of airlines worldwide were shaped by three 
areas of strategic needs, to remain the forefront of technology, 
to remain in the global market place and to serve the national 
interest. While national interest considerations cannot be 
ignored by any airline in strategy development, political 
realities dominated BWIA's planning for much of its life. 

From 1980 management began to emerge as having some 
control over its direction as the national and international 
economic environment began to change and as the government 
progressively withdrew economic support. Its plans over the 
period 1981 to 1988 appeared to be reactional and sporadic, 
adapting and reacting to specific problems and parts of the 
organisation appeared to be going in different directions. 23 Its 
growth strategies which were begun with its fleet acquisition in 
1979, gave way to survival strategies involving reduction in 
routes flown, wage cuts and freezes and a redundancy/early 
retirement/leave of absence programme. The adaptive mode of 
planning reflected the organisation's quest to achieve the goal 

21 
An .xu'ple of this i. the 1979 flut r.ne~al programme ~hfch ~ .. conduct.d by gov.r".ent 

official •. 

22 For .xampl. the expansion of ft •• erv;c •• to Canada in 1969 ~a. not inftiat.d by th. airlin.; 
it ~a. on th. r.que.t of th. Barbado. gov.rnment ~hich had it. touri •• indu.try thr.at.n.d a. a r •• ult of 
an Air Canada .trik •• 

23The merger of both airlines, TTAS and BWIA created ~culiar problems for the organisation. The 
structure ~u not struml ined to accommodate VllriOUS and dupl icated functions, divi.ions ~ere not 
functionally distinct lind there was II cillsh of two orgllnisation cultures. 
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of 'commercial viability' as stated in its 1981 mission 
statement. 

It-s19-83- mission statement continued-ina survival-mode 
with emphasis on renewal, that is harnessing management energies 
towards the attainment of clearly defined strategic objectives. 
The 1983 mission statement included, "to achieve and maintain 
commercial viability" and the Corporation's primary goal was "to 
reduce the net cash loss of the Corporation after operations and 
interest charges to TT$31m (US$ )while improving the quality of 
service to passengers". The strategy to support the renewal 
programme included a focus on total resources of the organisation 
- financial, material and human. Programmes at the functional 
level in support of this strategy included the building of a 
corporate culture away from the dependence of government, worker 
participation and participatory management programmes and 
extensive training and development. While planning was still 
short term and tactical, the organisation structure began to be 
shaped along the lines of its strategies. Some activities 
however, were not co-ordinated and response still lagged behind 
competitors in the market place~. 

The 1989-1992 strategic plan began with the mission 
statement:-

-BillA ahllil bill II finllncillily independent, profitllbl" Cllribbelln orgllnial/tion """d-qullrt",."d in 
Trinidlld lind Tobllgo thllt providea II conaiat"nt, coat-"ff"ctiv", high qulllitYllirlinll a"rvic" to ita 
cuatCDllr. on it. dODe.tic, r"gionlll "nd int"rnlltionlll rout"a.-

The mission as re-stated April 21, 1991 is:-

-BillA .hllil bill II finllncillily indepencllmt, profitllbl" Cllribbem controll"d lIirlinll """dqu"rt"r"d in 
Trinid.d lind Tobllgo thllt provide. to it. cu.t08llr. II .lIf", ."cur", co.t "ff"ctiv", hi9h qulllity 
."rvic" with II Cllribbelln aubi"nc ••• • 

The subtle change removes the suggestion of a 
prioritisation of its customer need. - domestic, regional and 
international - and introduces the obligation to meet the needs 
of all its customers. This allows the organisation to allocate 
its resources in a manner which will facilitate the achievement 
of its mission and without the constraining influence of 
government. It comes in the wake of stalled attempts to launch 

2"\An uamplll of thia ia Briti.h Airllaya capturing a lllrgll uf11IlInt of thll high yillid bu.fnlllla SIIIctor 
lIith thll introduction of it. Club Clllla. BillA hlld to rllarrangll its European operlltion. to CO"petlI but wa. 
not IIblll to cllpturll II substllntial part of the "arkllt. Its .arketing function lIa. fir.t unllblll to di.cllrn 
that such a uf11Ient in the market IIxisted and secondly, incapablll of mounting II quick lind IIffllctivlI 
rllsponSII. 
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BWIA as the designated regional carrier, it's deteriorating cash 
result which reached record level in ten years (TT$ 147.5 or 
US$34.7) and the decision of the governmen't to deregulate the 
domestic services25

, allow the airline to look for a strategic 
partner and to appoint a new board to fulfil this last mandate. 

4.1,3. Strategic Plans 1989-1992 
Exhibit 1 is a representation of the organisation's 

plans at the Corporate, Business and Functional levels. At the 
corporate level, the organisation plans for moderate growth with 
expansion concentrated in Europe, to target the high yield 
business, tourist and 'visiting friends and relative' (VFR) 
sector and to expand in the area of non-traditional activities. 
To compete in the international industry it is positioning itself 
as 'the airline that knows the Caribbean best', and pursuing 
strategies of i. differentiation:- presenting a product with a 
difference to its customers, a safe, reliable, high quality 
product with 'a Caribbean ambience', and 11. cost 
(control/revenue enhancement) to achieve its goal of financial 
independence and attract foreign investment. 

These positioning and competitive strategie~ are 
translated into specific goals such as, providing high quality, 
safe reliable service, reduction in costs/enhancement of 
revenue, being a good, fair and caring employer and earning a 
hard currency surplus. Plans and acti vi ties to support the 
business level strategy include entrenching its position in the 
Caribbean region by negotiating and implementing joint 
competitive fares and marketing programmes with LIAT and other 
carriers at select international gateways, developing Piarco 
airport (Trinidad) as a hub and expansion of non-traditional 
areas such as duty free shops, gift shops. Targets are set for 
service quality, on time performance, reliability and safety. The 
privatisation strategy is to prepare the organisation for the 
competi tive future and a major behaviourial change programme 
intended to change the organisation culture into one that is 
responsive to market forces, drives the entire strategic plan. 

2500mestic services between Trinidad end Tobago has been opened to tender. Operator •• elected .u.t 
provide a world class but locally flavoured service, lIIaintain highest levels of ufety lind security lind .al:ll 
a positive contribution to the social and economic development of Trinidad lind Tobago. 



Exhibit 1 DIAGRAMATIC REPRESENTATION OF 1989-1992 STRATEGIC PLANS 

CORPORATE MISSION 
BWIA SHALL BE A FINANCIALLY STRONG INDEPENDENT 
CARIBBEAN AIRLINE HEADQUARTERED IN TRINIDAD AND 
TOBAGO THAT PROVIDES TO ITS CUSTOMERS A SAFE, 
SECURE, COST EFFECTIVE, HIGH QUALITY SERVICE 
WITH A CARIBBEAN AMBIENCE. 

Corpor.te Str.tegy 
-T.rget high yl.,d business. VFR .nd tourist s.ctors 
of •• rk.t ~ith .xpansion concentr.t.d in Europe. 

-NOder.t. gro~th 
-Expand nan-tr.dition.l .ctlviti.s. 
-Priv.tis. oper.tions 
-B • • goad. f.ir. c.ring .. player 

Buslnes. StrateaY 
-Diff.r.ntl.Han 

-Co.t. 

-' 
HARKETING 

N.~ avl.tlon .gr •••• nt. 
Sch.dul. Intograt Ian and 
d.volopgont of • 
.ch.dulo fIII.r"d to 
",.xl.I.o h.rd curroncy 
.arnlng. 
Cargo R"vonu. 
YI.ld H.nafllllff.nt 
D.volop pI.rco ••• hub. 
Cooper.tlon ~Ith LIAT 

Functlon.l Level Str.tegi •• 
I 

CORPORATE RESOURCES 

Boh.vloural changtl programmo 
Inc.ntiv. programme. 
Exton.lon of Staff lov.l. 
Training and d.v.lopm.nt 
Emplo,.o .orvlce. 
Prlnt.ry - profit cent.r 
Workor participation .ch.m •• 
Participatory •• nag ••• nt 
programmes 
Labour Hanaflll •• nt r.latlon. 
Financial R •• tructurlng 

TECHNICAL OPERATIONS 

Fu.l burn policio. 
R.pat·rilltlon of •• Int.nanc. 
Fl •• t .xpan.'on 
Fu.l uplift pol,c' •• 
R.II.blllty 

H.D'S OFFICE 

(fon-Tradltiona' Activiti" 
Duty fr.. .hop. 
Sift .hops 
Sa'" of Info,..atlon.ervice. 
Sale of Advertl.lng Service. 
Sa'e of Halntenance ."rvlc.e. 
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The strength of the organisation lies in its modern 
technology in operations and information, it's well trained, 
dedicated staff and unblemished safety record. Its weaknesses are 
its overall attitude of dependence, lack of accountability and 
lack of skills in marketing and sales. 

4.1.4. Organisational Structure. Efficiency levels and areas of 
Effectiyeness. 

Structure follows from strategy in the development of 
business plans. Organisation design is a decision process to 
bring about synergy between goals and objectives, the patterns 
of division of labour and the co-ordination between units of 
processes and people who will do the work (Galbraith:1977:5) 
When strategy changes, the information system, orientation and 
training of people to play new roles also change. 

The structure of the organisation therefore is a 
reflection of how the various functions are going to be 
performed, how information would be processed, the span of 
control, authority relationships, the extent of 
centralisation/decentralisation and coordination and control 
mechanisms. 

BWIA has three distinct functional areas under the 
direction of Corporate Managers and one area of non traditional 
acti vi ties (Appendix 1) . These are arranged wi thin a 
decentralised structure with central management direction which 
rests with the Managing Director. Regional responsibilities of 
four revenue generating areas, i. Trinidad and Tobago and South 
America, ii. the Caribbean, iii. North America and iv. United 
Kingdom/Europe/Other, are also decentralised. 

The goal of the marketing division (Appendix 2) is to 
maximise contribution and maintain a high quality of service. The 
technical operations division (Appendix 3) supports the 
commercial (marketing) schedule by aiming to provide safe, 
reliable and economical transportation of passengers on the 
ground and in the air. The corporate resources division (Appendix 
4) is responsible for making the most effective and efficient use 
of the organisation's financial and human resources. Non 
traditional activities, catering services, duty free shops, gift 
shops, are coordinated at the office of the Managing Director. 
Some general information concerning the airline, staff levels, 
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unionisation, gateways, fleet, efficiency and effectiveness 
levels are outlined at Appendix 5. 

The cost and differentiation strategies shape the 1991 
organisation structure which has a strong marketing bias. 
Available seat miles (ASM) 26 which is a determining factor in 
passenger revenue is largest on the North American routes 58.6% 
from 43.1% of all flights. Regional and domestic routes produce 
8.7% of ASM from 49.1% of flights. The highest value comes from 
UK/Europe route where 7.3% of flights generate 32.7% ASMs. The 
marketing division is aiming to tap this market by building on 
its marketing skills and techniques with supporting 
infrastructure - a new computerised decision support system for 
yield management. 

The effectiveness and efficiency parameters which the 
corporation has set as necessary requirements for achievement of 
its mission~ must be compared with existing levels of efficiency 
and effectiveness. Historically, the public perception of the 
airline has not always been one of admiration. Criticisms 
surround its quality of service provided on the ground (traffic 
handling), delay and baggage handling and on-time performance 
usually in comparison with its competitors. Acronyms such as ~ut 
~ill It Arrive and ~etter ~alk If Able are not uncommon among 
the general public and in the media. Great progress has been 
made over the last decade at improving both public and employee 
image of the Corporation. Its on time performance (within fifteen 
minutes) has steadily improved from 59% in 1980 to 80% in 1987. 
Traffic reports for May 1991 show an on-time performance 
achievement of 97% with service and baggage complaints down from 
6 per month and 2 per thousand to 1 per month and 1.1 per 
thousand respectively. 27 

Another area which is strongly criticised is delay 
management. BWIA is generally not perceived as airline which 
minimises inconvenience suffered by passengers in delay 
situations. One distinctive competence of the organisation which 

26Aircraft _iles flown in each inter-airport hop times the nueber of .eat. available on that hop for 
revenue passenger u.e. 

27Thi• could be IIttributed to the nllw ",lInagll",ent appointed to the IIru lit the beginning of the ""ar. 
New HRH fnitilltive. were brought into thll depllrtment, eXllmple, team work, participation In deci.ion .lIking 
and improved working conditions. Feedback from emploYlies is thllt there i. a new .ense of co,..,it.ent, 
IIchievII",ent lind confidence. It would be necessllry to examine to what extent these change. in behaviour and 
perfor.ance are entrenched before any decisive conclusions could be drawn. 
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is very acclaimed is its in-flight service which is fostered with 
a carefully developed training programme building on the inherent 
sunny nature of Caribbean people. The marketing division has the 
opportuni ty to develop this at all customer service pOints 
throughout the organisation. 

Productivity is measured in terms of available seat 
miles (ASM) per employee dollar cost. This is twice as high as 
that in large airlines such as Delta Airlines, American Airlines 
and United Airlines. When measured in terms of ASMs per employee, 
a standard measure in the industry, it is also on par with 
British Airways and higher than KLM, Lufthansa, and Swissair. 
ASMs have increased 15% between 1988 and 1990, personnel costs 
by 3.5% and number of employees have risen by 3%. This and new 
technology (example, automated ticketing) have contributed to 
increased 
relatively 

productivity. 
stable while 

Also 
the 

personnel costs 
T&T dollar has 

have 
been 

remained 
devalued. 

Standard generalised measures provide a quick and easy reference 
for analyzing performance, but ASM accounts for changes in the 
load factor and yield but not for changes in costs especially 
poor service costs which in BWIA increased 173% over the period 
1988-1990 and which reduces actual output per worker28

• Also, 
measurements using personnel costs do not take into consideration 
the fact that the largest union, .. ACAWU, has salary claims 
retroactive to 1986. 

4.2.0. HRM strategy in BWIA 
Exhibit 2 shows the goals of the HRM department and its 

strategies for these goals. These are categorised wi thin the 
objectives of selecting/attracting, developing, evaluating / 
rewarding and maintaining an effective workforce. The structure 
of the HRM department which is built around these strategies is 

indicated at Appendix 6. The behaviourial change programme 
mentioned above is under the guidance of a contracted management 

280n• indic.tor which could incorporBt. r.l.v.nt costs .r •• s is contribution •• rgin pBr .v.il.bl. 
s~.t hour, th.t i. pBsseng.r r.v~nu~ per flight less the direct c.sh oper.ting .xpen •• (flight cr.w co.t., 
direct m.inten.nce costs for .ircr.ft, tr.vel .gency commission .nd cert.in v.ri.ble .t.tion end ground 
hBndling .xpens.) of flying the flight or se~ent. 
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EXHIBIT 2 HUMAN RESOURCE. MANAGEMENT STRATEGY IN BWIA 

BUSINESS LEVEL STRATEGY 
-Differentiation 
-Cost 

Behavioural change programme 
encourages response to market 
forces. 

GOALS OF HRM 
-Commitment 
-Flexibility 
-Quality 

__________________________________ 1 _______________________________________ _ 

OBJECTIVE 

Select/Attract 

Develop/Train 

Evaluate/Reward 

Maintain 

STRAGTEGY 

Identification of sources internally and 
externally 
Attract/select to meet requirements 

of new strategies, 

Modification of Job descriptions, 
Focus on customer service, management and 
supervisory skills and other training needs as 
identified by line departments, 
Audit behaviour change programme 

Performance Appraisals, 
Award Ceremony, Incentive programme 

Incentive programmes, award ceremony 
Performance Appraisals, Compensation 
Change bureaucratic approach of Personnel 
Services to a more service oriented approach, 
Computerisation of all records to improve 
quality and timeliness of information, 
Development of policy and procedure manual 
Employee assistance programme, 
Health and Safety programme. 
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consultant29
• This programme would not be described in detail but 

it suffices to state its objectives: These are, i. to encourage 
management staff to view their roles in terms of outputs rather 
than inputs, performance rather than personality, and achieving 
rather than doing, ii. to understand that the central issue of 
management is the identification of effectiveness and to enable 
management to identify these areas. The role of the HRM 
department is to extend this influence to other staff and build 
an organisational culture in line with this concept. This is 

considered to be the instrument that will remove the attitude of 
dependence on government and make organisation behaviour 
responsive to the needs of the market place. 

4.2.1. Analysis of HRM strategy 
a. No Planning Function 

As stated above section 3.2.2 page 39, HRM replaced the 
traditional personnel function in airlines as the need to 
identify HR implications of the business strategy became a key 
factor in allowing the organisation to achieve its objectives. 
Also, need to reduce, extend or contain HR levels and keep up 
with demands of technology called for a planning and forecasting 
function in personnel management. HR planning seeks to ensure 
that the right number and kinds of people will be at the right 
places at the right time and capable' of doing those things which 
are needed so that the organisation can continue to achieve its 
goals (Miner & Miner:1977). It involves:-

1. Forecasting future needs in terms of skills and the types 
of HR needed 
2. Inventorying existing HR 
3. Projecting present resources into the future and 
comparing the anticipated future posi tion against forecasted 
needs and 
4. Planning the necessary acti vi ties- recrui ting, selecting, 
training, compensating, placement required to meet future 
HR requirements. 

There is no Human Resource Planning function in BWIA. 
The HRM department liaises with user department in determining 

29 . Eff' S· W.l. Reddrn H.n.gement eetrveness emrn.r. 
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the right competency profile for jobs but there is no distinct 
function which ensures collaboration between it and the user 
department and brings the business plan Tri- -line with numan 
resource capability and availability. 

The absence of a planning function translates into 
weaknesses at other functional areas in HRM which are then unable 
to effectively service needs at the user department level. 
Certain positions can easily be filled from the external labour 
market which provides a surplus of skills in the clerical, 
administrative, computer fields and for cabin crew. Industry 
specific skills such as those required in many areas of 
engineering and maintenance, should for the most part be 
generated from a well organised and administered internal 
training programme. But there is a critical shortage of trained 
and approvedB maintenance staff and there were plans at June 
this year to recruit some personnel from abroad. Also, two out 
of the three Corporate Manager positions were vacant, one of 
them for more than a year. 

Staffing problems in the Technical Operations division 
could be attributed to: inappropriate placement procedure which 
traditionally provided for promotion of the employee with the 
most licences with little emphasis on supervisory skills; 
poaching by foreign airlines particularly those from the Middle 
East to which went eight approved engineers/technicians; failure 
of the organisation to provide competitive benefits to new entry 
(trainee/apprentices) employees (turnover rate for this group is 
50% within the first two years); and failure of the organisation 
to quickly comprehend the problem and revise its compensation 
package. All of these reasons however, point to a lack of 
planning - to determine fluctuations in the labour market and 
respond appropriately and to coordinate the objectives of the 
department with proficiency levels of personnel. There is some 
degree of forward planning in determining staffing requirements 
as fleet levels and operating schedules change. But this is done 
at the line level and HRM actions generally begin when a 
requisition is received from the user department. By that time, 
the department has a short time period within which to obtain and 

30With the required number of licences as defined for the position and authorised by the National 
Air Transport Licensing Authority. 
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prepare resources so its goals and targets could be met. Within 
the organisation structure there are no formal lines of 
communication among all areas concerned with training, 
technical,non-technical, cabin crew and pilot. This makes for 
little informal collaboration among these areas. 

A component of planning is job analysis. A job analysis 
reflects the minimum and desirable qualifications necessary to 
perform in a specified job and ranks the job in a payment system 
relative to the value of other jobs in the organisation. It 
should form part of a recruitment plan which identifies 
employees' abilities and skills for use in the selection process. 
The design of a job, its work flow, content and context, indicate 
the au thori ty relationships, the tasks to be completed and 
determines the social relationship between the employee doing the 
job and the immediate supervisor. Traditional approaches to job 
design of the scientific management era which created routinised, 
simple functions so unskilled workers could be quickly trained, 
have given way to more developmental approaches of the management 
of people in the workplace. These include elements of job 
satisfaction, participation and recognises employees contribution 
to organisation effectiveness. 

BWIA's present job evaluation plan is based on the 
tradi tional point system which considers employees inputs (skill, 
effort, responsibility). Job descriptions are broken down into 
specialised distinct tasks which facili tate control and direction 
from above. In order to achieve the flexibility demanded of a 
working environment which aims to stress output and effectiveness 
areas, job design has to be at the centre of the organisation 
systems. Existing job descriptions do not provide the legal 
basis for employees to change behaviour, attitudes and output 
consistent with organisation goals which require that all people 
be treated as if they were mature, responsible and capable of 
making decisions. There is also too much room for individual 
restructuring of jobs and this distorts the organisation 
structure. 

b. Training/Developing 
The internal labour market is not sufficiently 

developed and cannot support the recruitment and selection 
function. Many times vacant positions are filled from external 
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sources because existing staff have not been exposed to the 
training_necessa~y to assume the positions either because they 
were unable to be released from their positions or training was 
simply overlooked. This creates the perception of the 
organisation as an uncaring one and stifles employees' arnbi tions. 
From information obtained, it appears as if training programmes 
are launched before the corporation's real needs have been 
assessed. This also can be traced to the absence of a HR plan 
which the department can use to develop an agenda for training 
over the planning period. Additionally, there is little 
indication that there are training programmes specifically aimed 
at meeting needs of the business sector the organisation is 
targeting. The schedule for customer service training plan is 
generalised and to an extent routine. It should not be assumed 
that existing training modes would necessarily meet the demands 
of a business sector which has peculiar needs on the ground and 
in the air and around which a total training concept should be 
built. 

One objective of the training and development section 
of the HRM department is to develop worker participation schemes 
and participatory management programmes which would facilitate 
team work and worker involvement in decision making. These are 
not yet in place. Participation in decision making would bring 
a level of autonomy and skill interdependencies so employees can 
develop allegiances to one another and to the organisation. The 
intangibility of service forces customers to focus on the process 
of service delivery (physical setting, attitudes and behaviours) 
and quality assurance is engineered during delivery (Chase, 
Bowmer:1989). An HRM strategy at this function should focus 
training on the dynamics on group behaviour and on what 
mechanisms can be used to direct employee behaviour at the point 
of delivery when he/she is acting alone. Participation in 
decisions which affect delivery can improve acceptance of 
procedures and employees working in teams can draw on one 
another's resources and strengths to manage the work situation 
and handle problems which arise. There are bound to be instances 
when mistakes are made but the benefits derived from team effort 
(co-ordinated with an effective training programme) are likely 
to outweigh the occasional mistakes and not justify control 
systems which stifle initiatives in order to eliminate potential 
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problems. This is an area in which studies could be done to 
determine the impact on productivi ty of employees working as 
individuals and as groups; a major consideration would be poor 
service costs incurred (delays, passenger complaints) in the 
operation of the different systems. 

Some areas of the organisation are particulary 
conducive to implementation of team efforts, example, the Traffic 
department, and the engineering and maintenance which now 
organise work around crews. Traditionally ~ number of 
individuals work together to despatch a flight; this could be 
rearranged as follows: - the group of individuals work as a team 
which objective is, not to despatch a flight, but to provide a 
high quality service to customers during a given period or over 
a number of flights. 

In developing participatory management programmes and 
team work systems, human resource managers would have to also 
prepare supervisors and managers to deal with the rearrangement 
of power and influence in the organisation. 

One previous attempt (1985) to build an organisation 
culture in BWIA around the theme, "We Care" (about our customers 
and each other), failed to achieve desired results. This could 
be attributed to entrenched attitudes which proved resistant to 
change and the isolation of the programme from other HRM 
initiatives (job design, planning, participation, teamwork) 
necessary to give ita real context and a sense of purpose. 
Culture, described as a shared commitment to a set of behaviour 
norms is a powerful contributor to the coherence of a firm's 
behaviour, the level and enthusiasm which participants bring to 
their work, and to the performance discipline within the 
organisation (Ansoff, Baker:1986). 'Culture is one of a number 
of determinants to the success of a firm and becomes important 
in times when the critical factors and actions in the market 
place which should bring the firm to success, change)f. 
Implementation of cuI ture does not come through speeches and 
exhortations but through a combination of the will to respond and 

31Ansoff end S.k.r outline thr.e org.nis.tion succ.ss mod.l. - f. e product oriented aod.1 which 
w.s popul.r during the first 30 y •• rs of th. century .nd b.s ••• ucc.s. on the low •• t price, undifferentf,ted 
producti 2 .• • ,rk.ting orient.d .odel b.sed on .nticip.ting end responding to the n •• d. of custo.ers end 
3 .• str.t.gy ori.nt.d .. odel which vi.ws success from b.ing in th. right plec. et th. right ti •• end 
positioning in ... rkets with pot.nti.1 for growth. 
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the ability to respond. The expected results of the 
behaviourial change programme and what HRM specialists should 
discern in the organisation is a shared understanding by all of 
what needs to be done to ensure success of the organisation. In 
this respect the behaviour of top management should be consistent 
wi th the cultural norms espoused, offering rewards and incentives 
which encourage new behaviour, communicating management 
information about the criteria for success and revising planning 
systems in line with the success model. 

Existing orientation and induction programmes for new 
employees are not scheduled early enough to capture the zeal of 
the new employee and assimilate him/her into the organisation's 
culture; when programmes are held, on average six months after 
entry into the organisation, it is observed that employees have 
already formed opinions on the organisation which are probably 
based on inaccurate or biased information. This makes it more 
difficult to socialise new employees and build an organisation 
culture which will facilitate the attitudinal change the 
organisation is seeking. 

c. Evaluating/Rewarding 
An effective evaluation and reward system parallels an 

effective training programme. BWIA's appraisal programme which • 
suffered from non-implementation and nurtured a system of no 
accountability was recently (1990) reviewed. The new system 
addresses some of the short-comings in the previous system. It's 
design focuses the supervisor on employee job behaviour. In 
appraising an employee, the supervisor selects a description (a 
weighted rating) that most closely describes the performance and 
indicates whether training/development is 'needed to improve 
skills and ability or if the employee can be promoted to a higher 
position. 

The system, if well administered (quarterly appraisals 
appear to be to frequent and may be cumbersome and 
bureaucratic) can be quite useful in providing critical 
information for a human resource planning function. Some 
performance factors, quantity, quality, knowledge, are input 
oriented and should be revised to reflect output and identify 
effectiveness areas. 

Plans exist for an incentive programme which will 
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honour high achievers annually. Incentive programmes, payment by 
performance and other recognition systems are important for 
motivating employees and contributes to sustaining productivity. 
The plan is designed to identify individual persons who have 
performed above the call of duty. If a key to achieving the goal 
of commitment is participation and group effort and if employees 
work as groups, then performance feedback, appraisal and 
compensation should be group based. The plan does not cater for 
recognition of groups and morale may be adversely affected if one 
employee from a group is'selected by the organisation for special 
recognition. While it is acknowledged that some individuals do 
perform above and beyond the call of duty, where it is 
appropriate to do so, the recommendation should corne from group 
members. 

d. Maintenance Functions 
i. Support Services 

Health and Safety, the Medical Unit, Mail and Printing 
services, Employee Assistance Programmes and Personnel Services 
provide support in the HRM programme. 

The Mail and Printing department is being reorganised 
and there are plans to expand the printing facilities so it could 
be a source of non-traditional revenue. 

Health and Safety uni t, which includes the Medical Unit 
has improved over the years. The objective of Health and Safety 
unit is to maintain the highest possible standard of physical, 
mental and social well being of all employees and passengers upon 
whom the economic welfare of the Corporation depends. The Medical 
Uni t aims to ensure a safe and heal thy working environment 
throughout the Corporation. While both have made great strides 
towards achieving these objectives, they can only be pro-active 
in so far as they can discern potential problem areas. An 
analysi s of accidents (ground vehicles, aircraft during 
maintenance and other accidents on the shop floor) over the last 
four years show that the majority of them (80%) are due to 
performance errors which eventually lay responsibility at the 
feet of the performerj for punishment, reform or removal from 
the Corporation depending on the seriousness of the accident. 
There is little or no indication that anyone is held accountable; 
safety as it concerns working conditions and work practices does 
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not pervade the thinking of management and accidents due to 
unsafe practices accounts for loss in productive capacity when 
aircraft are grounded, employees are away from the job and 
vehicles become inoperative. 

The thrust of the business plan gives an additional 
focus on these areas and to cope effectively, they must 
advance information, know the plans of the divisions, 
staffing and equipment requirements and new technologies. 

The Personnel Department before 1979/80 embraced 

have 
the 

all 
activities concerned with recruitment to separation under one 
department called Personnel Administration. A restructuring of 
the organisation separated the department into routine Personnel 
Services, Industrial Relations and created a planning function, 
the Manpower Planning and Development department. This 
department had among other the responsibility for planning 
'manpower' requirements but (due to lack of resources) limited 
its focus to training and development, job evaluation and 
recruitment and selection. 

The obj ecti ve of the Personnel Services (PS) department 
is to provide timely and efficient service to employees in 
accordance wi th benefi ts, (vacation leave, health benefits, 
salaries and wages, travel benefits) due to them. This should 
contribute to sustaining productivity on the basis that employees 
would be more productive if secure in the knowledge that benefits 
were being administered effectively. The department functions, 
where possible, in teams. 

The personnel services department, in general, is not 
perceived as being very efficient or effective. Employees and 
management of user departments complain that response time to 
requests take too long. Instances of frustrated employees at 
service counters indicate that its obj ecti ves are not being 
achieved on a consistent basis. Despite its high level of 
automation, many procedures are locked into the bureaucratic 
procedures of the past (decision making is too slow and there are 
no set efficiency and effectiveness levels or no complete policy 
manuals which guide operations), and it is struggling with the 
transition into an output oriented department. Activities are 
overly concerned with rules and regulations, and reports stress 
quantitative rather than qualitative findings. 

Its systems are designed in such a manner that the 
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employee being served, has to take time off from duty to collect 
or deposit requests for services. This CQuld be redesigned to 
accommodate requests via telephone and deliveries by mail 
reducing time spent off productive activity. A burdensome task 
undertaken by the department is the reconciling of vacation and 
sick leave balances which is always months in arrears. Some 
thought should be given to whether this activity i·s really 
necessary at the PS department esp~cially when the activity is 
already being performed at the level of the line departments. 
The PS function as regards leave benefits should be to compile 
the data, produce reports and ensure the line accounts for 
irreconcilable leave differences. The department could then more 
efficiently utilise its resources in qualitative analysis of 
reports - determining trends throughout the year and relating 
these wi th staffing requirements of the business plan. Such 
reports can identify for example, fluctuations in staffing levels 
at peak and trough periods in the organisation planning cycle, 
or trends in absences due to sickness for the attention of either 
Industrial Relations and/or the Employee Services Unit. 

The Employee Services Unit houses an Employee 
Assistance Programme designed to help employees with emotional 
or substance abuse problems. This replaced a previous overseas 
call-in help service system which had low utilisation levels but 
some successful cases of rehabilitation. The new system has the 
capability of providing more benefits for same or lower costs. 
Its effectiveness would be measured by the utilisation levels' 
(abili ty to get employees to confide in the system) and its 
contribution to the perception of the organisation as a caring 
employer. 

ii. Industrial Relations 
Standing outside the HRM department is the Industrial 

Relations (IR) department. Its objective is to maintain 
harmonious labour/management relations in the organisation which 
are conducive to work and contribute to productivity. 

It operationalises this goal by maintaining employee 
and organisational discipline and negotiating cost effective 
labour contracts. In matters of employee discipline, the line 
department is not constrained to accept the advice of the IR 
department which performs in an advisory capacity. On matters of 
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negotiations, mandates come from executive management or Board 
level. 

This depaiYrnenY~ likeP-ers-onneT~ i--saIfoffsIfrTng of 
the early Personnel Administration Department and prior to 1979 
dominated the Personnel Administration department. Despite the 
fact that the organisation is categorised under the Industrial 
Relations Act (1972) as an essential service and industrial 
action is prohibited, the potential for conflict was always 
present. Policy making and development issues were swamped under 
the weight of grievance handling and disputes. Development issues 
and some aspects of policy making are now lodged with the Human 
Resources Management department but the IR function and its 
management of labour/management relations still impact on how the 
HRM department functions. 

IR acti vi ties for achieving its obj ecti ves include 
periodic meetings with line management and the unions on matters 
of discipline, contract interpretation, policy making, 
negotiations for new collective agreements. It also acts on 
behalf of the Corporation on matters in which third parties 
(Ministry of Labour, Industrial Court) are involved. 
Disciplinary procedures are dictated to a large extent by the 
wider legislative environment and case law from the Industrial 
Court. In matters involving disputes between a worker and 
management, the Court requires that the employer show proof that 
the principles of natural justice were followed. In its efforts 
to meet the requirements of the wider system, IR sometimes loses 
sight of the organisation's goals. For example, in disciplinary 
matters involving absenteeism, a detailed procedure is followed. 
This involves the line department keenly monitoring employee 
behaviour in order to document every infraction. During this 
process, sometimes opportunities to determine the cause of the 
problem are overlooked. While it is necessary for the 
organisation to meet the requirements of the wider legislative 
system, there is some room for flexibility. IR's internal Code 
of Practice stresses "the principles of freely conducted 
collective bargaining, orderly procedures for settling disputes, 
free association of workers and employers and the freedom and 
security for workers" with the underlying theme of "good human 
relations between the corporation and its employees based on 
trust". Thus far, in matters of discipline the department has 
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remained inflexible and it is not effective at averting 
situations which cause labour/management discord largely because 
there are no monitoring systems for identifying trends in labour 
management relations. 

During the last decade the incidence of 
labour/management conflict increasedn . Part-time employees were 
introduced into the organisation in 1985 enabling management to 
have flexibility in managing its human resources and controlling 
labour costs but this was challenged by ACAWU and has contributed 
to worsening the labour management relations between both groups. 
The matter is yet to be determined by the Industrial Court. The 
deterioration in labour/management relations was also fuelled by 
a general perception that management treated with the Pilots 
Association in a manner more favourable than other employees. 

The process of collective bargaining deals with 
organisation issues such as wages, benefits and working 
conditions. It is based on the principles of negotiations -in 
order to win on an important issue, the negotiator is willing to 
sustain loss on another. In BWIA management prerogative is 
brought is brought to bear on a number of issues, recruitment, 
work processes, information technology, reducing or extending 
operations, all subject to provisions of the collective 
agreements that is to consult with the union). Innovative 
methods were used in collective bargaining which helped to 
control personnel costs during the organisation's survival phase 
and at the same time ensure no loss of benefits to employees. 
Automatic annual increments were ceased and a payment by 
performance system was implemented; payment of lumpsum amounts 
in lieu of salary increases for successive three-year contractual 
periods; special agreements with engineers and technicians 
covering payment for licences acquired; flexible working hours; 
flexible arrangements for the payment of overtime and the 
establishment of a sick leave bankD. 

J2 Thi• w •• ~rticul.ry notic •• bl •• ft.r 198J wh.n • n.w union (ACAWU) took ov.r control of the non
•• nior It.ff bllrgllining unit of .pproxim.t.ly "00 lII.mb.r. from CATTU. Oi.put .. , I ••.•• tt.r. b.for • • third 
p.rty, ro •• by ••• uch .s 'OOX. 

JJSick l •• v. blinks w.r • • st.blish.d with .ll the unions. Wher •• s coll.ctiv •• gr •• III.nt. provid.d for 
• b.sic tw.nty working d.ys l •• v. with pay in c.s.s of illn.ss, no provision •• xi.t.d for c •••• of .xt.nd.d 
illn ••••• b.yond .'x month •• Thl. 'gre,m,nt ,Ilowed for "ch ,mploy" to dllpo.it to thll 'b,nk' , cllrt,in 
number of day. lI,eh y,ar. Employe,s on extended sick le,v, e,n then b. p.id froe this b.nk for up to thrllil 
ye.rs .fter which he rlltirlls from the Corpor.tion. 
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But if the effectiveness of the IR department was 
measured by the number of grievances and disputes, instances of 
indiscipline and by success in settling collective agreements, 
then the IR department would fall short of being effective. As 
many as 350 instances of indiscipline are recorded each year and 
matters before third parties average 25. Much of Labour Officers' 
time is spent reacting to situations and little time is spent 
with user departments and the trade unions analyzing trends and 
preempting problems. 

Collective agreements for two consecutive periods, 
1986-1989 and 1989 to 1992 for ACAWU are outstanding and will be 

·decided on by the Industrial Court. All other agreements in 
Trinidad and Tobago have been settled. Non-settlement could 
easily be attributed to the fact that as the union which 
represents non-senior staff, ACAWU' s demands are higher than 
that of the settlement given to the next higher level union, 
CATTU, to which given the pay structure~, the Corporation cannot 
accede and it is doubtful whether the Industrial Court would. 

But the root of this apparent unreasonable request 
when examined could be traced to ACAWU's overall resistance to 
any effort initiated by management and its continued calls for 
more partiCipation into the realm of 'management prerogatives'. 
Management operating in a pluralistJ5 framework, adopts a 
unitarist approach to collective bargaining At a time when the 
corporation is facing global competition and seeking foreign 
investment, peaceful labour/management relations is critical and 
the tradi tional adversarial relationship between labour and 

J'one plly .tructure exi,t. for both ACAWU lind CATTU. Thi, rllnk. 1111 job. in the.e bllrgllining unit. 
in 12 grllde.; ACAWU represent, 1111 jobs in 1-4, soms in 5-9 lind 1111 cllbin crew; CATTU represents soms jobs 
in 5- 9 lind 1111 b.twlllln 10-12. CATTU hili IIccepted lumpsUIII uillry pIIY"'ent in I ieu of II ulllry incr .... ; ACAIIU 
i. reque'ting incrllllslls which will distort the pIIy.tructure. 

J5A plurlll ist ideology II .. UHlU thllt both lllbour lind mllnlltlllment /;Iork towllrd. the co_on golll of 
industrilll pellce lind subil ity IIchieved in the contut of lin IIccord between Illbour lind .lInllgtl.ent. A 
unitllri.t perspective II.SUllle. thllt .lInllgelllent lind union undllr.tllnd the golli. lind work togtlther to IIchievlI 
them. It lllllve. no roo. for diffllring per.pective. lind .lInllgement doe. not IIcknowledgtl the legiti.llcy of 
IIberrimt bllhllviour. It hili bun IIrgulld thllt the plurlll i,t ideology i. inllpproprillte in II co.petitive 
envirof'llllllnt which requiru quick ruponlll ti.e lind fluibil ity in decision .lIking. The 'new indu. tr ill I 
rllilltions (Dunn:1990) dOli. not presllnt radicIII chllngll' to the plurali.t idllology (both pro.i.e worker. a 
.hllrll in benefit. of IIconolllic growth lind both emphll,i,e indu.trilll democrllcy). The diffllrence i. thllt thll 
initilltive i. bY.llnllgement. Whllt it hilS ,ought to do in ,ome CII'"S, notllbly the US i, encourllgtl .lInllgtl.llnt 
to penlltrllte work IIxperillnCe without the intllrvening force of thll union. Thi. thrllllten. to undllrcut 
.ol idllrity lind union consciousnu. lind could be II disruptivlI force in IInvirol'lllllllnt. whllrll unions IIrlll strongly 
entrenchlld. Generllily it is found thllt where lllbour/mllnllgement reilltion. i. 1I1rudy cooperlltivlII lind 
colillborlltive, dUll I 10Yllitiu is possible; whllrtl it is not IImployees would givlI 10Yllity to one or thll 
other or nllither (Gullst:1990) 
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management is an obstacle to meeting competitive challenges. The 
first ten years of deregulation was an era of 'give back' by many 
unions in countries which implemented these policies and an 
overall decline in employee conditions. Management wants to hold 
on to productivity and salary concessions to continue to keep 
costs down and are finding that co-operative arrangements are 
proving to be effective despite the fact that union power has 
weakened and concessions could be more easily obtained. But no 
airline, however profi table, would wish to repeat the experiences 
of Eastern Airlines and Trans World Airways~ and so in their 
labour/management relations, demands on both sides are tempered. 

BWIA needs to review the applicability of its existing 
systems in the context of its goals and objectives and where 
these do not facilitate collaboration and cooperation with trade 
unions in matters which affect the welfare of employees, they 
should be changed. This includes matters of discipline, 
restructuring, reorganisation and overall corporate planning. 
Provisions for counselling committees on matters of indiscipline 
exist for ASA (Article 11) and CATTU; TALPA has provisions for 
consul tations on matters other than terms and conditions of 
service (Article 17.1,2,3,4.) Similar prov~s~ons should be 
considered for ACAWU. The disciplinary system should be the 
primary vehicle for generating employee commitment to 
organisation goals but this instead, a barrier. The existing 
system stops short at enlisting commitment to organisation goals. 
For example, in the case of absenteeism, the employee is warned 
that future infractions would incur more serious action, the 
infraction is documented and employee performance is monitored. 
This continues to place a strain on the employee/employer 
relationship. While procedural arrangements as laid down by the 
IR department are necessary, a social dimension to the 
labour/management relations is needed so that relationships could 
continue to flourish. 

Terms and conditions of service must be decided by the 
collective bargaining process but this could be made less 
conflictual. It parties trust each other and if unions have 
access to information or are part of corporate planning, there 

J6prolonged striku ruulted in poor on-board urvice, claims of unufe conditions and gtlneral fall 
in market share. TWA took a long time to recover, Eastern never did. . 
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could be less resistance 17. Understanding and being part of the 
plans may not eliminate all resistance but will significantly 
reduce - it. Many occasions of discordance are due to 
misunderstandings or failure to communicate. The truth of this 
is borne out by the fact that resistance to management 
initiatives do not come from all the unions. In general, where 
there is a more cooperative relationship, disagreements are more 
eaisly worked out but this needs to be institutionalised. 

The infrastruture already exists at Board level in BWIA 
for participation of two workers representative who are nominated 
by the unions. The only obstacle to transalating this at lower 
levels is management's desire to hold on to what is traditionaly 
perceived as 'management prerogatives'. Of course trade unions 
could help by having confidence in management, but the initiative 
must come from management. 

Structurally, IR falls outside the HRM department and 
reports directly to the Corporate Manager. The relationship which 
exists between both departments and their role perceptions have 
implications for a strategic human resource management process. 
IR views its functions in scientific management terms, its 
objectives are limited to compliances activities. In matters of 
discipline, its procedure follows a pattern which imply that if 
employees are treated progressively worse, they would 
progressively get better; HRM on the other hand views its 
objectives as the development of the organisation's human 
resources which implies that if employees are treated better 
they would perform better. Both are incompatible. As a distinct 
function outside of HRM, the image of IR as af a fire-fighting, 
policing activity is perpetuated. IR activities should be 
integrated with HRM so that a long-term cooperative relationship 
could be established between labour and management involving an 
integration of the worker, the task, the tech;nology with a 
management style which is developmental. In disciplinary matters 
thiS would bring together the effects. and the cause oia problem. 

17KLH, s highly unionised sirline, was successful at desling with the proble. of union resistance 
by I/Iaking the rui8tors part of the plan. This, it was found, engendered a better working relationship than 
one which existed when plans were .ade by management, then presented to the union. SAS al.o recogni.ed the 
potential unions hsd for .aking a crucial contribution to corporate effort. The decentrali.ation of it. 
deci.ion .aking process changed the role of unions as the rank and file now .ade decision. a. an ongoing 
part of their new role. The role of the unions was changed to, cooperating with top .anage.ent in 
establishing direction and strategy, examining how well the corporation was co.plying with labour law., and 
its traditional role of negotiation. But overall the relationship beca.e less adver.arisl. 
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For the purposes of collective bargaining an IR strategy should 
form part of the overall HRM strategy and aim at reducing the 
time and resources spent in the negotiation process. 

4.3. Limitations and Practice of HRM 
The analysis of HRM in BWIA begs the question, whether there 

is really any difference between tradi tional Personnel Management 
and Human Resource Management. In BWIA, it would seem that the 
difference is a matter of terminology. Or perhaps there is a 
difference which is not reflected when one analyses the HRM 
system in BWIA either beacuse its principles are not being 
followed or because HRM itself is limited in application. It 
would be useful to review some of these limitations and the 
practice of HRM in other organisations. Since information is not 
available on HRM in Trinidad and Tobago, discussions would focus 
on HRM in the UK/Europe, Japan and the .USA. 

4.3.1. Limitations of HRM 
One of the guiding principles of HRM is the mutual 

achievement of employees needs and the organisation's goals and 
objectives. HRM regards employees as assets and like any other 
asset, they must contribute to the effectiveness of the 
organisation. Inherent in this is the presumption that only those 
employees who contribute will have their needs satisfied. Hence 
HRM strategies are likely to focus on areas where contribution 
is eaisly measurable:- the core areas of the organisation, those 
directly involved in the production of goods and services. It 
also presupposes that among these core employees, those who do 
not meet the standards set by the organisation, must be weeded 
out. The view of HR as assets also imply that casual, temporary 
or part-time employees are excluded from focus. 

In areas where contribution is not eaisly measurable, 
or where it is measurable but not measured, the benefits of HRM 
are not observed. There is the long standing perception that 
pilots receive benefits in a more than proportionate manner when 
compared to other staff. Whether or not this is so would not be 
argued here but it is evident that because of the structure of 
their compensation package, pilots do productivity bargaining. 
The eaisly measurable costs and benefits (which bear on aircraft 
utilisation and hence productivity) speed up the process of 
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negotiations. Thus it appears that 'pilots always get what they 
as-k for-.!.--Product-iv-i ty- -cou-ld- -be--measured -at-other core--areas- in 
the organisation, but this is not done. 

The goal of achieving flexibility in the labour force 
has spurred management to increase its complement of part-time 
and temporary workers. Part-time employees in BWIA make up 35% 
of the airline's flight attendants and 11% overall. They have a 
compensation package separate from permanent full time employees, 
are not part of pension plan, do not receive the same vacation, 
sick and maternity benefits as full time employees~ and remain 
on the fringes of the organisations. While this category of staff 
is necessary and cost effective given the peaks and troughs in 
the industry, their employment in BWIA contributed to worsening 
of the labour/management relations. 

The goal of achieving quality (in work and people) make 
it fairly easy for employers to terminate the services of 
employees when standards are not met regardless of how 
unreasonable standards may be. The need for job security I better 
wages and benefits, better working conditions, fair and just 
supervision are some reasons why workers join unions. HRM tries 
to attend to these needs. It places the responsibility of 
performance problems on the shoulders of the manager. A skill 
management must have is the abili ty to analyze performance 
problems, to determine whether substandard performance is due to 
lack of skills, motivation, personal problems, or indiscipline 
and find solutions. If effective, this has the potential to 
reduce indiscipline on the workfloor. The HRM process is in 
effect, seeking to regain managerial autonomy in the control of 
the workplace. In a highly unionised environment this can work 
to marginalise unions. 

4.3.2. Practice of HRM 
A study by Guest (1990, 1991) provides useful 

information on how HRM has been practiced. This showed that 
beginning from the 1980' s, IR and Personnel departments and 
debates on pluralism and tripartitism were less common in the UK 

38The concept of part- time fIIorhrs and tfllO- tier compenut ion hu become norflllti in the airline 
industry. Tfllo- t if" compenution flllIS init iated by American A irl ines (1983) fIIhen the pilots association IIgrtltld 
for AA to recruit nefll pilots lit a /ofller rllte thlln fIIhat then existed. . 
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strategic importance was obscured. Guest explains that its 
continued attraction remained in its strategic importance; the 
integration of HRM policies and values into the day to day 
practices of all managers as seen in the case of Japan and some 
success stories around the worlds9• The anti-labour stance of 
HRM in the US has not been popular in UK or Europe and it is not 
expected that it will be. The evolving Social Charter'O is seen 
as evidence that the unfettered market is still open to 
challenge. 

4.3.3. Justification for HRM in the Caribbean 
At the regional level in the Caribbean, the IR system 

has been changing as one major actor, the trade unions, continues 
to be weakened in the current economic environment. But 
development tasks facing the region make it mandatory that 
development strategies impose responsibility on all major social 
groupings rather than one dominant economic group. At the macro
economic planning level, development strategies are being founded 
on the notion of a social partnership - full and complementary 
use of the efforts of all socio-economic groups'1. Organisations, 
as beneficiaries of the output (the people) of national human 
resource development strategies can determine the nature of the 
national and regional business environment by the manner in which 
this output is utilised. In this context the principles and goals 
of HRM become significant as the means of inculcating values and 
atti tudes which contribute to organisational development and 
social stability. HRM cannot in the Caribbean, be approached in 
an anti-union manner as it has been in the USA; nor should it be 
considered the 'new industrial relations' as at the 

S9Sotrl" succ"ssful eirlines hev. h.d ,xplicit st.tements of. str.tegic role for HRH, .x.Mpl., SA -
..... to sUlt.in. working environment th.t .ttr.ctl, ret.in .nd develops com.ftt.d emplor-•• who .h.r. in 

the .ucc ... of the comp.ny ..... (1991); SIA ...... to .dopt hu/un re.ource M.n'fJf',,,,nt pr.ctic •• cOMpBny wid. 
th.t .ttr.ct., develops, trlotiv.te •• nd ret.ins .mploy ••• who contribute to the cOMpBny'. obj.ctiv ••••• N 

(1986). SAS turn. round .tr.tegy in 1981 w.s .chieved fn pBrt by pl.cing focus on the hu..n r.source. -
.mpowering the front line pIIopl., turning the org.niution up.id. down .nd giving theM r.spon.ibfl ity, 
.utonoMY .nd .llowing p.rticip.tion in d.ci.ion M.king. 

'Opropoul. provid" for intllr elie - frudom of 1IS.0cietion end collective bergeining to b • • b"ic 
right, .qu.1 tr •• tMent for mlln .nd wom.n to b. gu.r.ntud, conlult.tion .nd worhr pBrticfpBtfon to b. b"ic 
right •• 

'1Noted in working document prepared by th" PI.nning Commission for Rllgion.l EconoMic Conf.r.nc., 
.ntitl.d, 'Guideline. for Economic Development Str.tegy for CARICOH countri.s into the 21st Century', Port 
of Sp,in, 1989. 
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organisational level it is broader than IR. 
Industrial Relations gained in depth as management 

attempted to supplant the restrictive pluralist framework with 
a more collaborative relationship between workers and employers. 
It has also gained in breadth as new technologies, changing 
management practices, international competi tion and globalisation 
and their effects on labour and the entire spectrum of employee 
rela tion policies and actions, encroach into the traditional 
collecti ve bargaining agenda. IR cannot continue to be a discrete . . 
activity; it is part of a broader range of activities and not 
restricted to activities around the negotiating table. Although 
collective bargaining remains a focal pOint, the management of 
people, HR planning, job design and commitment are as important 
as the union problem and influence the conduct of collective 
bargaining. A human resources management framework provides the 
necessary context within which IR can function. 

4.3.4. Summary and Recommendations 
In BWIA, HRM principles and activities are well 

intentioned and documented but have only cosmetic value. Plans 
which will operationalise goals and objectives are lacking; in 
some instances plans are either not implemented or 
inappropriately implemented. In general the system suffers from 
the perception of inefficiency, inaccuracy and irrevalance and 
remains on the periphery of organisational concerns. The absence 
of a planning function means that there is no mechanism which 
links HRM activities with the business plan and the department 
functions in a reactive rather than proactive manner; not very 
differently from the old Personnel Administration Department. 
Also, the goal of employee commitment is frustrated as IR stands 
as a discrete activity outside HRM. The organisation is likely 
to encounter difficulty in acquiring and mobilising human 
resources around the business plan and HR shortages both in 
quali ty and quantity could creat.e bottlenecks in the 
implementation of sound plans. There are some innovations such 
as increased training, more specialist staff and improvements in 
information technology. The drive to change organisational 
behaviour is appropriate but only the beginning of a change 
process; an effective HRM programme incorporating the full range 
of HRM activities integrated with the business plan, is needed 
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to sustain this drive. 
Recommendations here for the HRM system are intended 

to serve practical purposes. They are categorized into those 
concerning structure and strategy. 

a. Structure 
i. A new function should be introduced into the HRM 

structure - that of Organisational Planning which should 
embrace a planning function, training and development, job 
evaluation (manpower analyst), employment and career 
planning and compensation functions. This would bring 
activities such as forecasting HR requirements and 
succession planning into the HRM system and would facilitate 
the buidling of an internal labour market. 
ii. IR should be brought within the HRM structure. It is 
recognised that this may create problems with personnel as 
both department are currently headed by staff members who 
are at the same levels in the organisation. The eventual 
decision should not hinder an effective organisation 
structure or management of the HRM system. 

b. Strategy 
i. Once the department begins to plan its HRM strategies in 
conjunction with the business plan, then many areas in which 
activities are at variance with the organisation's goals 
would be identified and appropriate changes could be made. 
Eaisly recognisable would be the Personnel and Industrial 
Relations departments; the behaviour and image of these 
departments should be brought in line with organisation's 
goals. Outstanding plans should be implemented (worker 
participation, performance appraisal, incentive programme) 
and in some cases, redefined or new plans developed. 
ii. Training/development should focus acti vi ties on personal 
development and motivation as the key to improving the 
airline's image and performance. This involves creating an 
organisation culture around some theme which highlights the 
manner in which the organisation wishes the national, 
regional and international environment to perceive it. One 
way could be to build an image around the theme 'We are the 
Caribbean' by projecting the sunny nature of Caribbean 
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people as a factor which distinguishes the airline from any 
other. 
This training and development function should also focus 
on how employees can deal with individual stresses and build 
supportive teamwork and supervision. With the HR plan, it 
can begin to work towards developing internal labour market. 
iii. Industrial Relations policies and procedures should 
allow for more participation in decision making by Trade 
Unions; a framework should be created which allows for more 
participation by the trade unions in corporate planning. 
Avenues where productivity bargaining is possible should 
be explored and utilised. 

Appendix 7 is an operational paradigm that relates the 
business level strategic plan of BWIA with a human resource 
management programme designed to illustrate how the HRM can be 
weaved into the strategies to produce an HRM cycle of 
attracting/selecting, developing, evaluating/training and 
maintaining human resources through all stages of the business 
plan. 

c. Role of the Trade Unions 
The role and functions of traditional IR and PM 

departments were adjusted to suit the demands of the wider socio
economic environment. So too must the role and functioning of 
trade unions. Dunn (1990) noted that trade unions may inevitably 
learn to cope with the new environment of business competition, 
but to do so their traditional outlook must change. Historically, 
labour/management relations in the Caribbean have been 
antagonistic, developing from what is referred to as "overseer 
management" rigid control of labour by supervisors and 
continuous resistance by workers. This attitude is outmoded in 
today's society but the historic legacy of colonialism created 
suspicion between worker and manager, of which some traces still 
remain. Protective labour legislation has evolved over the years 
to regulate the relationship and create an environment for 
peaceful collective bargaining and resolution of disputes. 
Therefore at the organisational level, the IR department and 
trade unions, have to fashion an industrial relations system 
which is both positive and productive. 

Within BWIA, the decline in economic conditions and 
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lack of government support have made it difficult for unions to 
continue to secure increases in benefits for their members, but 
the influence of the unions remain particularly as the wider 
system affords them institutional security and independence. 
Antagonistic labour/management relations swerve employee loyal ty, 
particularly of those who belong to ACAWU, towards the union and 
this impacts negatively on organisational development. Labour 
unions have not become sufficiently involved in development 
planning and the production side of the organisational system; 
their concerns have mainly been on the distribution issue. This 
has led to an amount of indifference to efficiency and 
effectiveness in service/production which has hampered 
organisation's efforts to initiate change. 

Unions have to embrace initiatives taken by management 
to encourage cooperation and collaboration. Leaders need to 
understand the complexities of compensation and benefi t systems, 
technological changes, HRM matters such as job content, career 
development, retraining, worker participation on the shop floor, 
corporate decision making, health and safety standards and the 
sophisticated aspects of health care and pension plans and use 
this information in the collective bargaining process. They need 
to diversify activities into the provision of social benefits for 
workers, while at the same time ensuring the organisation 
complies with labour laws and so increase worker confidence. 

Some constraints are evident. There is still a 
generation of trade unions which are schooled in the methods of 
unionism by protest and who see IR as distinct from the broad 
socio-economic environment within which the organisation 
operates. Labour education needs to be extended to training to 
dispel the image which management has of unions; that of being 
unable to understand the intricacies of business management and 
economics. Insti tutional arrangements exist at the national level 
for such far reaching changes in outlook but it is difficult to 
envisage participation in this change by unions in BWIA, at least 
in the short term. These unions are largely comprised of BWIA 
employees and have the characteristics of enterprise unions. Most 
union officials also have responsibilities towards the 
Corporation. But changes could begin with the trust, co-operation 
and collaboration they themselves have been solici ting. The 
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prospect of privatisation makes this a necessity'2. 

4.4. Conclusions 
Some 12 or 13 years ago, air transport was tightly 

regulated, carriers bought rather than leased aircraft and 
computers were rudimentary. Much has changed. Most surviving 
independent airlines today have similar features, efficient 
route networks essential to hub and spoke concept, focus 
organisation structure and strategy around marketing and have 
control on l~bour costs by working with trade unions or 
eliminating them altogether. State owned or protected airlines 
were not immune to the pressures of selecting a proper strategy 
and have had to keep pace with costs or risk failure. With their 
unpreparedness, deregulation/liberalisation brings at best 
increased state support and at worst, bankruptcy. Privatisation 
can allow BWIA the flexibility and independence to operate in the 
competitive environment. Ideally, this should be coupled with a 
strategy of regionalism and/or a strategic partner. 

Some challenges which the organisation would soon have 
to face are, the possibility that the European Commission will 
negotiate bi-laterals as a blOC"!, the impending expansion of 
air and sea facili ties in the departments of Martinique and 
Guadeloupe by the French Government and the expansion of CUba'na 
airways into Europe and Canada. These last two present areas of 
potential competition in the international industry. 

Some strategic factors present both advantages and 
threats to BWIA:-

- mergers and alliances will continue and there will be 
less scope for small carriers in the international market; 
to survive a small airline must offer a competitively priced 
differentiated product 
- CRS systems provided a competitive edge to large mega-

'2Collective agreements with TALPA ($IIc21.1). ACAItIU (Art'. c.) and CATTU havII provisions which IInsurll 
in thtf cu. of .tfrgers/consol idations. that th. Corporation would its offiCII to ."cur" rllcognltion of 
Agreement to .ucc.ssors or assignee. of thtf Corporation. Thtf Corporation undertallls to .II.t to nllgotilltll 
proper provision. for IImployee protection. This is not as specific but implied in colillctivtf agrlltf.ent with 
ASA. art. 2.c. Recognition therefore is not automatic given II corporate .erger/con.olidation. 

'JEC negotiations as II bloc would have implications for tfxi.ting bi-lllttfral. (which .ay btfcolII. a 
cabo tag' i.su, after 1992) and fifth fr,edom rights. Regional groupings ar. disccus.fng the pos.ibllity and 
implications - Orient Airlines Association. Latin American Air Transport Association. th. A.sociation of 
South Ea.t Asian Nations. 
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carriers but this is being gradually eroded as they become 
increasingly neutralised and globalised. Small airlines can 
gain access and this offers the tools for accurate yield 
and seat management. 
- more demands will be placed on staff and; numbers will 
fall as automation increases but salary levels may increase. 
- aircraft leasing facilities make acquisition of fleet 
relatively easy for small airlines with little capital ~ 

While in general deregulation was beneficial to the 
industry and the consumer, many factors are now converging and 
threatening to impact on the industry structure:- concerns about 
the increasing globalisation, rising market shares and airline 
control of hubs bring fears of rising airfares; increasing 
congestion at airports frustrate passengers and increase the risk 
of accidents (infrastructure has not kept pace with volume of 
activity); pressure from some airlines which find it difficult 
to apply lessons of deregulation to themselves since their 
geographical and cultural patterns are different; and the 
possible inclusion of aviation into a general agreement on trade 
in services. 

These concerns have brought calls for reregulation. 
Although regulation may never again regain its original status, 
organisations must be ready. This requires that airlines in the 
Caribbean region release energies from short term crisis 
management situations and engage in long term strategic planning 
which will prepare them for the world of tomorrow. 
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Appendix 5 Measures of Effectiveness over 1989-1992 
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management rtllations 

N. T.A. 

Entrepreneurial, flexible, 
long term focus, creative, 
innovat ive, 
External sources, some 
internal 

Conferences, seminars, 
Dual career paths 

Quantified objective 
sett ing bued on goal 
achievement in short and 
long term. 
Honet8ry incentivtls, 

Recognition, 
Autonomy, 
Attractivtl and flexible 
compensation package, 
Efficient servlctls 

COST/REVENUE 

Sk ill s bued, 
Risk takers, 
Risk avoiders. 

Comm itmen t, 
Results oriented 
criteri8. 

Quantified objective 
setting bued on goal 
achievement 
Honetary incentive 

Job Stlcurlty 
Compenution t inked to 
perforllfanctl 
Efficient stlrvlctls 
Cooperative labourJm9fflt 
rtllatlon. 
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STRATEIiY 

NRH ACTIVITY CYCLE 

ATTRACT/SELECT 
Internal - Exttlrnal 
Skill., sourctl., 
att Itudes 

TRAIN/DEVELOP 
Group - Indivudual 
Internal - tlXttlrnaI 
Narrow paths brokd 
path. 
Lillflted .oclallsatlon -
extenslvtl Joclali.atlon 

EVALUATEjREIIARD 
Individual vs 
perfor.ance 

group 

Behaviour vs results 
Long ter. vs short term 
criteria 

MAINTAIN 
Participation vs non 
participation 
COlllpen.at lon:
product ivity/ perforlllanctl 

vs seniority 
Lab/H~t:-

Trad - non- trad 
Low Security high 
•• ~lIrl"v 
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Exhibit 3 considers four 
organisational strategies, the 
sectors which are being targeted, 
the service strategy, the area of 
non traditional activities and 
containing~osts/enhancingrevenues. 

The HRM strategy for one of these, 
achieving high quality service would 
be traced. This requires that HR 
planning function co-ordinate with 
departments managers and 
operationalise the programme for 
achieving its goals into a short, 
medium and long term agenda of HR 
requirements. This involves a 
definition of characteristics and 
proficiency levels of resources 
needed, identification of training 
requirements and incentives for 
motivation and commitment. 

Skills are defined and sources 
whether external or internal are 
identified - interpersonal skills 
for customer contact positiions, 
negotiating skills and some measure 
of diplomacy in those employees who 
may be involved in negotiating route 
rights with government officials, 
and technical skills in the area of 
marketing economics or engineering. 

Ideally such positions should 
be filled from from internal sources 
but external sources should be 
identified in the event this cannot 
be done. 

In developing the 
training/development strategy the 
follwoing should be considered:
whether employees need to work as 
individuals or in groups, whether 
broad or narrow career paths can be 
developed and the extent of 
socialisation. The reward 
system should match the development 
plan. Considerations here would be 
whether rewards should be based on 
behaviour or results, short term or 
long term criteria. 

A maintainance function should 
ensure a system exists which 
harmonises the relationship between 
trade unions and minimises the time 
and resources spent in collective 
bargaining and disciplinary matters 
- should the disciplinary systems 
be traditional or non-traditional; 
should compensation be 
performance/productivity based or 
by seniority; should the organisation 
provide high or low levels of 
security for these employees. 

The selection of leaders is 
particularly important. HRM has the 
critical role of identifying and 
selecting strong visionary leaders 
who can motivate employees to 
contribute to the organisation and 
developing potential leaders from 
internal sources. 
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